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Introduction
Nineteen seventy-eight seems to have been more a year of watching
and waiting than a yeir of new programs, new products, or new ideas
relating tolerials. It was hard for a serials librarian to try to imagine
what course the future might take, since the biggest events of the year
involved the publication of new cataloging rules and the appearance
of a plan foi the development of a National Periodicals Center. In
both iases there could be no immediate impact on any work that was
underway but the knowledge that great changes were coming led to
more questions than answers in the literature.
Acquisition
To no one's surprise, the prices of serials rose again in -1978. Any
serials librarians who took solace from the 1977 figuresr and supposed
that prices would continue to rise but at a slower Pace.were unpleasantly surprised. In a spurt that could only be characterized by Brown
as "alarming" in presenting the annual Library Journal price indexes,
the averag6 subscription price of the journals examined_ reached
$27.58, a.t-i.t..eute
$Z.gg.' Prices for 1977 had increased only 9'2
"f a hefty 12.2 percent gain. Price increases since
percent but 1978 was
i9Z0 .unged from the 1977 low of 9.2 percent ro the tremendous 22.4
percent of tg7Z, with the average resting at 13.8 percent.. Brown's
hg.tr.. on prices for serial services (serials which abstract, index, or
relise information in a specific field) show that the average cost rose
8.2 percent with the 197-8figure at $153.95. From 1970 to 1978 in..eai.s ranged from 5.4 percent to l8 percent with the average for
the nine years working out to 8.8 percent.
In Britain, Blackwell's Periodicals Division noted a dramatic reduction in the overall price increases for periodicals being purchased by
British libraries.3 Much of the slowing of the increases appeared to be
due to the influence of the stronger pound on prices. British journals
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showed
snoweo a 16.3
lo.J percent increase,
lncrease, a single
slngle percentage pornt
int lower than
last year. When prices of foreign periodicals for American libraries
are considered, the true picture cannot be clearly determined without
an analysis of the impact of the devalued American dollar in relationship to other currencies. However, Clasquin, in the survey he has
done for Library Journal since 1974, reports that a limited sampling of
foreign titles would indicate that they have undergone larger price increases than similar publications in this country.a
Although average-subscription prices for periodicals of all types are
useful in indicating general trends, when periodical prices are
a.nalyzed according to the- subject discinlines. covered by the publications it is quite apparent that the most inflationary increases occur in
the scientific literature. Clasquin concluded that the average price increase for periodicals in science and technology in 1978 was generally
twice the percentage of 1977.s It would appear, too, that in the scientific, as well as other subject fields, the journals that are the most expensive in the first place are often the very ones that increased in
price and have registered price increases for earlier years also.6
In order to cope with the constant subscription price increases, libraries have had to devote larger and larger proportions of their purchasing budgets to serials just to maintain titles already in their collections. In some libraries funds are so tight that one standing order
must be dropped to free the money for the purchase of a new title.
As a result of these serious strictures, the library literature on serials
in 1978 was replete with articles on investigations made in particular
libraries in an attempt to determine what serial titles were truly
needed and truly used in the collection and what titles could be safely
dropped without significant impact on rhe amount of service the library was able to give to its users. Various methods were used in trying to evaluate use but the most popular method, in academic libraries
at least, seemed to be to consider how often the journal was cited in
theses written by students or papers published by faculty members.
Pan found that the citation method appeared ro be as reliable in predicting the use of journals as the judgment of usage made by experienced librarians familiar with the journals.T Satariano warned, how-

of the faculty one last time, and those still not selected were cancelled.
Goehlert points out, however, that faculty review of titles needs to be
corsidered carefully and, usually, done in combination with some other kind of review, as faculty'members often have personal sub-
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scriptions to titles in their own fields so would not suggest those to the
library even though thejournals would, actually, be wanted or used by

by maintaining periodical subscriptions in preference to buying new
books. However, it has been found that in certain subject fields (Kriz
used engineering)
-adequate a large number of subscriptions is les,simportant
book collection because students and faculty -must
than an
use, and will iite, information that is fundamental in the field and that
would appear in books rather than journals. He feels that in academic
libraries,particularly the number of subscriptions held far exceeds the
need because it has always been assumed that periodicals are the most
important tool of research.
A survey of British libraries revealed that most changes in subscription (i.e., decisions to purchase, to cut, or to cancel particular periodicals) are related more to finance than to interlibrary loan (the
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Association (ALA) conference program heard some of the details of
the derelopmenr plan that wai being prepared by a Council on Library Resources (CLR) project team.18 The National Commission on
Libraries and Informarion Science (NCLIS) had, in 1g77, recom-

For serials litrrarians who still have money to spend or wish to use
their funds as wisely as possible, two useful but infrequently updated
works appeared in 1978: the fourth edition of ALA's Intenmtional Subscription Agents2o(third edition lg74) and the second edition of Gale
Resel.lrch company's National Directory of Newsletter and Reporting Seraices2t(first edition 1966), which lists iesier known but often usefi,rl serials. The preface of the latter work indicates that the work covers
somewhat more than most librarians would expect to find under the
umbrella of the term "newsletter."
Bibliographic Control
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or the earliest issue in hand rather than from the latest issue available'
Different information on later issues will tre recorded in notes to the

closed catalog.
In 1978 t6e former ad hoc comrnittee to study the progress of
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lems. Although no formally structured arrangements have been made,
it is expected that the new committee will be able, by some means, to
see that the ideas or needs of serials catalogers are given consideration
in any future revisions or official interpretations of AACR 2.
Under new regulations effective January 1979, the United States
Postal Service (USPS) made it a requirement that publications with
second-class mailing privileges carry an identifying number that would
be, whenever it was available, the International Standard, Serial
Number (ISSN). The new regulation was a result of many conferences
held between postal officials and staff of the Library of Congress.2TA
special project was undertaken by the National Serials Data Program
(NSDP) at LC to assign new ISSN as needed and, through USPS, notify
publishers of existing ISSN in advance of the effective date of the
regulation. NSDP will, on a regular basis, assign ISSN to publications
making new applications for mailing privileges or publications reapplying because their titles have changed. USPS had felt, for a long
time, the need of an identifying number, because so many publications have the same or similar titles that it was difficult to be su.re that
postal address changes were going to the right places or that revenue
and cost data were being collected accurately. It was fortu,nate that
agreement could be reached on the use of the ISSN as, not only will
there be an incentive for publishers to put the ISSN on their publications, but we have all been spared the use of yet another type of
"identifying" number for serial publications.
Even without the postal regulation it is obvious to all of us who
work with serials that ISSN are appearing on more and more publications. There has been some speculation about the possibility of using
the number as a quick access to manual check-in files arranged' in
numeric order although no one seems to have tried this yet. [n
machine systems, of course, the ISSN can be used to access records
that carry it, and Loveridge suggests that optical character recognition
devices might read the number from the publication, leading to a considerable saving of input time.28
It is interesting to note that in the technical plan for the National
Periodicals Center it has been proposed that the finding list giving titles available will include the ISSN. A library will be required to use
the ISSN on all orders as a means of identifying the speci.fic title
needed"2e It would seem imperative, therefore, that any questions
concerning the reliability of the numbers be settled, and that there will
be sources that can be consulted to determine ISSN that are not
known. One such source appeired, after long delay, in 197& ISSNKq Title Regkter.so It is the first printed source that gives direct access
to ISSN and key titles, but it contains only those assigned up to March
1975. Bradley covers very well some of the existing problems related
to the use of ISSN and/or key title.3l In fan too many instances Publishers have changed the title of a serial, knowingly or unknowlingly,
but have continued to print the original ISSN. Since ISSN and key

.
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titles are assigned according to the Guidelinesfor ISDS (International
Serials Data Slystem) and th"e Guidelines are noi concerned with choice
of entry, theie is often an immediate conflict in terms of national
i"t"1"gii-tg rules with the result that one ISSN may. apply .to two bibliosraihiE records. In those cases the ISSN may uniquely identify the
,iifE-"i tft. serial, but it does not, certainly, ideniify the records for the
item. The Gui.delinesand cataloging rulei do not always aglee' either'
on what constitutes enough oia iitle change to require that a new
ISSN/key title be assignedor a new bibliogriphic.record^le-plepared
for a seiial. The national Iibraries plannirig to adopt AACR^2 in the
future are concerned about the ways in which ii differs from the
liGuid,elines.Summary minutes of a meeting held by- f^ou.r.national
what
of
definition
braries in March tb78 indicated that a consistent
constitutes a discrete bibliographic unit under AACR 2 and ISDS is
needed because national Sibiiograpnic agencies c-a!l-o! afford to
.uiuf"g twice in order to meet tEe requirements of ISDS and their
what
ol"r, f;ibliographic requirements.32 A great deal de^p-e^nds.,on
take.
will
1979,
in
due
ISDS,
cours€ rhe ieviiion of t'he Guidelinesfor
Automation
In March ocLC (no longer ohio college Library center since it
yielded control to participatlng libl3les alfover the country and became OCLC, Inc. in Decembei 197733)announced that it would keep
the ceiling oi tfO institutions that could participate in. its serials control subsy"stemuntil improvements could be made and a claims componenr Jdd.d.tn problems with the use of the check-in module (the
bnly module available) included tht
ual file of OCLC control numbers
key structures and the difficulty ol
pected issue without a kno_wn Put
noted that only about one-fourth c
subsystem'were actually doing so' Reports from two of these libraries
shoni a cerrain degree'of sat'isfaction with the system a-lthough both
indicated that theie were some difficulties. Buckeye pointed out the
complications caused by duplicate records in the ocLC data bases5
while Kamens noted that, not une:
not rival manual check-in in term

rg the OCLC system-for Precatalog
a-nd serial card production but not
estion that has often been debated
before about whether serials processing can be done in the best and
thit serves man-y libraries.3T He
most efficient manner o. u iytt"a system for check-in purposes
suqgested, too, that a decision'to join
"cancelled
as records would require
,hai iould not be easily
;T;;;
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conversion to another machine system, to a manual system, or might
even be lost entirely.
Announcement came in 1978 of the definite continuation of the

Conclusion
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Bibliography in the Library of Congress Classification System" (Library ResourcesU Technical Seraices23:147-55) on p.15l, the fourth linefrom the rop
of the page should read "the form subdivisions Bibliography, Indexes, and
Catalogs.e These tools"
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ment, management processes, and library services to two- and fouryear colleges and to universities as part of a new Academic Library
Program. Funded by the Andrew Mellon Foundation and the Council
on Library Resources, this program will train 100 librarians to serve as
consultants, provide the consultants with special guides and manuals,
and give back-up assistance where necessary.sThese two programs
will have long-term effects on collection development in college and
university libraries.
Resource-sharing activities during 1978 were encouraged by the
Title IIC grants that made funds available for five cooperative projects. Two older resource-sharing agreements were also altered during
the year. There was a change in the membership of the Research Libraries Group (RLG), and the Hampshire Interlibrary Center changed
the focus of its cooperative storage program. The draft Standardsfor
Uniuersity Libraries, published in 1978 by a joint ARUACRL committee, stresses participation in cooperative programs that will permit access to collections at other libraries.a The standards note that even the
most comprehensive research collections require supplementary arrangements for sharing resources and improving access.A CLR study
by Wilmer Baatz on collection development in large research libraries
notes that "cooperation turns out to be much more complex than
most librarians had thought. Local faculty are less than enthusiastic if
the materials they need are located elsewhere than in their library. . . .
Major progress in this area has come only when dollars reward
cooperative effort."5
Collection development literature in 1978 focused on collection
analvsis. collection-use studies. selection. and bibliometrics. The last
term refers broadly to the quantitative analysis of the use of publications, e.9., journal citation studies. The editor of CollegeU ResearchLibraries noted an increase in this type of study in 1978: "Interest and
concern for the library's periodical collection-the use journals receive
and the composition of rhe collection-are shown in the number of
manuscripts on that subject submitted to CURL."6 The periodical-use
studies employed a variety of techniques for determining user
preferences-counts of photocopies, interlibrary loan titles, reshelving;
faculty and student questionnaires; circulation statistics; and citation
counts. The acquisitions articles for the year had an equally practical
approach covering such topics as allocation of materials funds, vendor
evaluations, exchange service, gift appraisals, approval and standing
order plan evaluations, bibliographic searching, evaluation of microform collections, and the conversion to a serials vendor. The resources literature of 1978 appears to have more direct applicability to
working situations than the literature of past years.
A prevalent theme of 1978 resource literature was the economic
crisis, and statistics for the year confirm this concern. Prices for materials continued to rise at an alarming rate in 1978. Periodical prices
rose by 12.2 percent from 1977 to 1978,? and Herbert White reported
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lcademic libraries had reported an
crease of ll.2 Percent for all sub: an annual rate of 15.9 Percent, a
.al eighteen-month Publishers Weekly
oks showed a 10.5 Percent increase
showed
;ures (12 month) for 1978
7 for hardcover books.e From the
the week ending August 18, 1978,
the dollar sank 12.9 percent versus the British pound,^18.'8 percent
versus the German mark, and 50.2 Percent uets.ts the Swiss franc.lo
Libraries purchasing materials from ihese countries have had to contend, nor Lnly withfnflation, bur also with the shrinking oj tle dollar.
The outlook'for 19?9 is also discouraging' According to the^Book Industry Study Group (BISG), "there iJ a_-strong likelihood for double
digit lncreasesin pipe. prices in 1979."11-John-P.Dessau.erof BISG is
pe'ssimistic abo.rt griat iinproroement in. th-e fortunes of libraries faced
Ly heauy inflatioir in subscription prices, curtailed budgets, rising
prices of imports, and the tax payer's revolt.12
In summiry, t*o major ,.rorr... trends emerged in 1978' Acquisition and collection librarians art

and continuing education.
ResourceSharing
As noted earlier, the cLR plan for a National Periodicals center
with its referral libraries is the first step in the development of a national resource-sharing system. Libraries that cannot afford extensive
periodical collections ian rely upgrn-lh9 NPC or- regional libraries to
provide access to materials .t.tu*'iilubl. locally. The.technical developme.rt pla.r originated in the fall of 1977 when the Library of congress
commissioneda study by the Council on library Resources on the
establishment of a facility to provide national accessto periodical literature. In August 1978, CLR rele
tralized collection of 36,000 curre
60,000, a finding tool listing titles
ferral libraries, delivery services in
cle sales service, an outlet for on-<
for the full text of the material Pu
to make most of the estimated 20t
titles accessible; the NPC will prot
ferral libraries. All requests will b
quire payment of a fe-e.Copies will be provided in paper or on mrthe NPC will issure that ail provisions of the copyright
.'.ofi.ti.,'.r,d
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law are fulfilled. The proposal calls for the construction of a building
with 130,000 net square feet and details the start-up costs. The report
recommends that a National Library Agency be established to govern
the center as well as coordinate its operations with the development of
other national programs of bibliographic control, communications
networks, and preservation of materials. The Association of Research
Libraries (ARL) endorsed this proposal in October along with the Association of American Universities and the executive board of the
Center for Research Libraries. After an initial period, it is expected
that the NPC will serve all types of libraries, including special, public
and school libraries as well as consortia and bibliographic networks.
The NPC report is being discussed within the library community and
is expected to generate legislation to implement such a facility. Nancy
Gwinn believes that the creation of a National Periodicals Center will
permit more rational collection development, based on known costs of
owning versus borrowing; will ease the burden of large institutions,
which are net lenders; will encourage wide adoption of serial cataloging standards based upon NPC's bibliographic control system; and will
encourage local resource-sharing efforts by better data on costs and
location of materials.l4
The 1978 Title IIC grants noted earlier encouraged new cooperative collection activities and enhanced some traditional resourcesharing arrangements. With the award, the University of Chicago, the
John Crerar Library, and the Center for Research Libraries will produce a machine-readable data base of approximately 21,000 current
serial titles received by these three libraries. The New York State Library received funds to help it and other major research libraries in
the state interlibrary loan and resource-sharing network add their
monographic holdings to the OCLC data base. Missouri Botanical
Garden and the New York Botanical Garden will enter botanical/
horticultural holdings from both libraries into a national data base.
Duke University, the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, and
North Carolina State University, which had existing collection development agreements, received monies to purchase jointly materials
corresponding to their assigned responsibilities.l5 The Stanford/
Berkeley/UCLA grant has been described above.
Two long-standing resource-sharing arrangements were also altered
during the year. There were changes in the membership of the Research Libraries Group (Columbia, Harvard, New York Public, and
Yale), a major resource-sharing consortium. Harvard University withdrew from the group in spring 1978 after the group decided to adopt
BALLOTS as its onJine bibliographic system. However, by the end of
the year, RLG had added Stanford to the consortium and planned to
bring in four or five other research libraries. RLG announced
that theSe libraries would act as custodians for the new Research Libraries Information Network (RLIN, formerly BALLOTS), which
they hoped would eventually consist of all or most research libraries in

.
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tor, an administrator, and a professor. Patrick O'Brien believes three
facto.rs must be present for successful resource sharing: holdings of all
the libraries in a group must be identifiable to members of the group,
all identifiable titles must be accessible,and titles not owned within tlie
grgup must be obtained by the library assigned the responsibility for
collecting in pertinent subject areas. He urges automated bibliographic
access,not only for availability, but also for identification of little-used
materials for low-cost storage.2r James Furman sees the emphasis in
higher education shifting from physical growth to "qualitative growth"
as enrollments decline and universities cut costs. He asks whether li-

Accounts of experiences of two libraries with resource sharing
suggest ways for strengthening cooperation. John Shipman describei
how the University of North Carolina at Ctiapel Hil[ is mziking the
most effective use of the Center for Research Libraries (CRL). Asub-

journal access service has been used consistently, and the center's
holdings of foreign government documents, dissertations, and news-
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Collection Deuelopment and Use Studies
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equipment. According to Baatz, retrospective purchasing has been
seriously curtailed in most ARL libraries due to the shortage of book
and serial funds. Another result of the budget crunch is the new upsurge of interest in use studies. Librarians are seeking to find out
what subscriptions can be cancelled without hurting library service
and what materials can be sent to storage without user complaints.
Baatz is pessimistic about cooperation as an antidote to high costs,
since faculty members are either not interested in cooperation or are
negative about it. He concludes that cooperation is viewed more sympathetically by the administration than by the faculty.3l The National
Endowment for the Humanities funded a smaller-scale study on collection development in 1978. Hugh Cline, a sociologist from Educational Testing Service, began case studies of the collection development policies and practices at seven college and research libraries:
Brown University, Earlham College, Pennsylvania State University,
Stockton State College (New Jersey), University of California at Los
Angeles, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, and the University of Wisconsin. The project will analyze rhe structure and function
of collection activities and make recommendations for improving the
efficiency and effectiveness of academic library collection development.32
In 1977 considerable space in the resources article was devoted to
describing the trend toward collection analysis. In 1978 the ARL Collection Analysis Project (CAP) went into a second phase, expanding its
program to the University of California at San Diego, Brigham Young
University, the University of Illinois, and Case Western Reserve.
Three papers delivered at the ACRL Conference in Boston reported
on this program. Jeffrey Gardner, one of the founders of CAP, described the program and its objectives. Employing a self-study methodology, the program seeks to make "a systematic review of current
collection practices Ieading to workable recommendations for
change."33The leaders of the project at M.I.T. and Arizona State also
reported on their experiences with CAP. Jutta Reed described the
Collection Analysis Project at M.LT. as a process that clarified M.I.T.'s
collection development philosophy and goals, examined the allocation
process, and focused efforts on improving the effectiveness of the
collection development program through communication with users,
evaluation of collections, organization of the collection development
process, preservation, and resource sharing. Reed emphasizes the important role of communication with users in the university community
and within the library among selectors and sees coordination of collection activities systemwide as i critical aspecr of collection management
at M.I.T.3a George Soete reported on the Collection Analysis Project at
Arizona State and stressed the role that CAP played in changing "staff
and administration attitudes toward collection development and
toward each other" in encouraging staff development. The use of
self-study, negotiation, and report writing in the CAP program has
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encouraged a new approach to collection development problem solving at Arizona State.3s
The literature of 1978 reveals that in response to budgetary pressures librarians are beginning to analyze their collections and collection building practices using both qualitative and quantitative measures. Harry M. Kriz studied citations in master's theses of engineering
students at West Virginia University and discovered that students
cited nonjournal items two-thirds of the time. As a result, he cancelled
subscriptions and increased book purchasing, and circulation has risen
by 62 percent over the past four years, without an increase in interlibrary loans.36 Charles J. Popovich examined dissertations from his institution and from outside and learned that use of foreign-language
materials by doctoral candidates in business/management is practically
nonexistent and that there is a high rate of obsolescence in business/
management materials. His study also showed that SUNY Buffalo's
collection in this field was balanced except perhaps in miscellaneous
forms of publications such as newspapers, working papers, manuscripts, conference papers, etc.37Donald J. Morton asked F. W. Faxon
to supply him with a list of medical journals indexed in major medical
reference tools, and a Iist of his library's titles (with the indexed titles
excluded). He then asked the faculty to list the important titles and
any titles needed that were not on either of the lists. Based on faculty
comment, I'axon then provided the library with updated lists that
were used to cancel or add journals, reflecting the needs of the faculty.38 Barber and Mancell studied citations from papers of collegebound students from grades 10-12. Sixty-seven percent of the citations were to monographs, twenty percent to journals, and the
remainder to media and other materials. Journal usage followed
Bradford's law that "presents a pattern in which a relatively large
number of articles used are concentrated in a few journal titles, while
many journals contribute very few articles." They also studied the titles most cited by nineteen major selection tools for young adults and
discovered only 22 percent overlap. Their paper concluded that
school librarians need to take more account of usage patterns for the
purposes of selection, budgeting, and cooperation.3e An analysis of
music libraries in the countrv bv William M. McClellan based on a
survey of academic music librarians and members of the American
Musicological Society, demonstrated a "strong relationship between
the reputations of graduate programs in music departments and
schools and the reputations of academic music libraries supporting
such programs."a0 Collection analysis in the above cases relied upon
quantitative indicators (citation studies) or qualitative judgments (faculty surveys).
A number of use studies appeared during the year related to collection development. Bolgiano and King discuss methods used to profile
their periodical collection at James Madison University in Harrisonburg, Virginia. In compiling their profile, they gathered data on cur-
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rently received titles, surveyed faculty on the adequacy of the collection, and analyzed interlibrary loan periodical transactions and journal
citations in master's theses. They recommend basing collection development decisions on such solid data.al Johnson and Trueswell report on the use of a weighted criteria statistic score for decision making on journal selection based on statistics on journal photocopying at
the Air Force Geophysics Laboratory Library (AFGL) and a survey of
the scientists and engineers using the library. Several objective criteria,
including amount of use of a journal, frequency of publication by
AFGL staff in a journal, a-ndjournals citing o1
p^ublica9it9d lry 4F9!
tions, etc., were used to develop a "Weighted Criteria Statistic Score."
The authors indicate that "only twenty-five percent of the current
subscription journal titles are identified by any of the user-related
criteria" and are seeking additional criteria before cancelling
noncriteria-list journals.a2 Elizabeth Pan finds that "the frequency with
which journals are cited is at least as reliable in predicting the potential use of journals in libraries as the judgment of experienced librarians familiar with the journals and their users."a3 She tested this conclusion using 169 journal titles from 6 medical libraries and the Science
Citation Index. The participating libraries employed circulation, interlibrary loan, photocopy, and in-house statistics to measure use. Ruth
Schwartz, who measured use of journals at Fairleigh Dickinson University, reports that the most used journals are indexed and in the
English language. She also notes that "while requests for back issues in
the humanities before 1964 were three times higher than for back issues in the sciences, this ratio changed in titles requested from the
past ten years; we recorded as many requests for the sciences as for
the humanities." She concludes that use studies are helpful in making
periodical selection and retention policies.aa Robert Goehlert indicates
that "citation analysis may not constitute valid guides for journal selection," since there were only seventeen titles in common among a list of
the fifty most cited, requested, and used journals. He suggests that
further use studies be made to compare the relationship between use
of a title and citation frequency.as W. M. Shaw suggests a practical
technique for measuring journal usage in libraries. In a study done at
Case Western Reserve University (CWRU) use data was generated by
"applying a small, pressure-sensitive label to the spine of a volume the
f.rst time it is reshelved by library personnel."a6 During the course of
the study, approximately thirty-two months, 61,000 volumes and
1,500 titles generated no use at all. The unused items represent a pool
for determining candidates for cancellation, storage, microform conversion, or distribution to consortium partners. Two bibliographies in
1978 explored negative and positive use patterns: weeding and duplication. Barbara A. Rice offers an annotated bibliography on weeding
in academic and research libraries, describing only those titles, which
either "study a specific situation or review research on weeding."aT
Robert A. Almony, Jr., reports on the literature of systematic duplica-
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tion and gives three examples of libraries where duplication is
planned.a8 As can be seen from these examples, use studies are very
subject specific, and every libraly will have a different usage pattgfn
depending upon its clientele. Although one cannot generalize from
these use studies, their advantage for local collection decisions is clear.
Bibliometrics, the use of mathematical methods in the analysis of
communications, is beginning to play an increasing role in collection
development. Citation studies, computer systems, and mathematical
models using bibliometric data are providing resource librarians with
better information for decisions. Beilby and Evans, in a paper for the
ACRL meeting and also in an article in CollectionManagernenl, describe
a management information system for use in collection development.
The system provides for information on publishing output and costs,
information on academic programs and their demands on library collections, information on current acquisitions patterns, information on
collection use and predicted future use, and information on user satisfaction. The sources for such data are diverse. Machine-readable data
are available on publishing output (Bowker, Faxon, MARC, etc.),
academic programs (university administrative records, HEW statistical
data), library collections (OCLC archive tapes, BALLOTS records, library catalogs, etc.), library acquisitions (machine-readable acquisition
files), and library use (machine-readable circulation files).aeThe SUNY
Office of Library Services has designed computer programs to relate
these factors one to the other. and the system will be offered as a service to other libraries. An example of the analysis that could be performed is a match of total publishing against the current cataloging of
a single library or system of libraries.so One drawback of the system
for large research libraries is the current exclusion of data on foreign
publications not distributed in the U.S. and non-LC-classified publications. Michael D. Koenig discusses the potential of citation data for
analysis of the literature of the arts and humanities. (The Institute for
Scientific Information will soon be publishing t}:'eArts and Humanities
Citation Index.) Citation data in the humanities will show the interrelationships of journals and works, which will be of interest to scholars.
The Arts and Humnnities Citation Index will contain implicit citations,
i.e., mention of a specific work of art or piece of literature for which
there is no formal reference or citation. Citations will also show the
influence of one school upon another and allow the study of the degree of separation of scientific and humanities literature. According to
Koenig, at some time citation studies may be extended to monographs.sl Bruce C. Bennion uses a sampling technique to measure the
use of standard selection sources in undergraduate libraries. He
points out that undergraduate libraries acquire relatively few titles
from the standard selection sources and are slow in acquiring recent
titles.s2 William McGrath examines the relationships between hard/
soft, pure/applied, and life/nonlife disciplines and subject book use in
a university library, and his research indicates that as subjects go from
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hard to soft, subject book use increases. There was little support for
the hypothesis that greater subject book use occurs in the pure disciplines as opposed to the applied. There was no support for the theory
that the number of books charged out would be greater in the life sciences than in the nonlife disciplines. McGrath believes that it is important to consider university programs and differences between disciplines when acquiring titles, and that blanket orders are not wholly
satisfactory because they are based on economic schemes.5sRoyce and
Funk demonstrate that quantity of subject articles in a journal has little or no bearing"on the quality of subject articles. Instead, the quality
weight (similar to the impacr factor where the number of times a
journal has been cited in Science Citation Ind.ex is divided by the
number of articles it has published during a specified period) is
strongly correlated with a journal's circulation (i.e., number of copies
sold) and a high rejection rate for articles submitted for publication.
They are concerned that 'journal citation counts may actually be reflecting circulation rather than true quality and feel this area needs
more research."sa
Although quantitative collection studies seem to be on the increase,
a number of articles emphasized the factor of qualitative judgment in
selection. Michael Moran examines quantitative standards for collections and finds that many formulas are based upon an abstract concept called "adequacy," which is ill defined. He argues that quality
does not depend upon quantity and advocates recommending to
budget officers that libraries move closer to the collection size of libraries of known excellent quality. He concludes that collection development officers are responsible for tailoring the quality of selections to the quality of education offered at their institutions.55 Kraft
and Polacsek describe a practical model for selection of journals and
include examples of forms used in selection of journals. They look at
three factors that measure the worth of a journal: usage, relevance,
and availability elsewhere. Usage can be measured by circulation,
photocopying, interlibrary loan, and citations, whereas relevance is a
subjective factor, including the opinions of reviewers and experts, appropriateness for the user community, status of the initial requester,
etc. Availability elsewhere is related to the convenience and cost of acquiring the title from another library.56 F. Wilfrid Lancaster speculates about the adaptability of libraries still tied to selection of books
when technology is moving toward the paperless society. He questions
the judgment of librarians who are not preparing for the electronic
distribution of information and asks rhetorically: "Whither libraries
or, wither libraries."s? Albert Perdue believes that collection develop-
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that "subject specialization in academic libraries faces an uncertain furure." H"e seei factors such as declining resources, the necessity to
cover multiple subject areas, the lack of substaltive training' the qu.estionable neld for"balanced collecrions, and the lack of compatibility
with library organizational structur
subject specialists in libraries. He br
lishing on demand, and interlibrarl
to move away from a system of sub.
number of resource centers, such
ies, which will collectively acquire virtually everything, while academic
libraries direct their resources to meeting what are coming to be recognized as more limited local needs."se
"Two
articles on collecting women's studies materials_ ap.p-eared in
1978. Esther Stineman discisses the problems associated with collectreference
ing women's materials and includes a bibliog.up\I
"lbStic
Rippier
Helen
studies.oo
women'J
an? periodical resources to support
awareness"
"prejudice-or
of
lack
have
thaf
libraries
criticizes
Wheiler
toward women's studies materials. Shi feels this attitude will hurt research in women's studies.6r
An unexplored area of collection develo.pment is the further development of collections already in house. Librarie-" need to give more
empiasis to using their current collections. Northwestern University
witir its Scholar iibrarian Program is concentrating on exploiting its
current collections through tf,e employment of staff who are well
trained with advanced cre"dentials and can work with faculty to make
better use of collections already there. C. Roger Davis argues that a
collection development program merits central direction, full-time
coordination, a.rd advoca-cy.lle believes a "collection develo^per" must
ate the advancement of learning
association. He notes: "The old de-

;1"*;*:';l'1
;-::';lJlll;;;";;'

serve the facultY better bY saving
more, and promote the liberal arts."62 Ford and Nakata urge better
publications for research in the humanities'
utilization oi gou.rn-ent
They identify- agencies th;t publish documents of direct interest to
humanities schoiars and give ixamples of the use of historical material
in the serial ser. They reEommend that librarians "aggressively. participate" in the curricuium by introducing government publications "to
iesearchers and in course-related instrultion, and by teaching the use
of specialized indexes to accessthese materials."63
Acquisition M ethodsand. Procedures
In this period of severe inflation and budget-cut1, i,t is.important to
make acqirisition procedures cosr-effective. fed Grieder has provided
u -unrrui of acquisition procedures and routines for college and research librarians, which *ill huu" applicability elsewhere.ca His book
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They use a point system that contains the following criteria: university
progru- support, ILL availability, language, price, frequency' access'
and circulation.tu
Three articles and a book were published in 1978, which should aid
proacquisition librarians in evaluating' microforms' Suzanne Dodson
pubgiving
collections,
microform
of
20"0
description
vid'es a detailed
lisher, price, format, review information, arrangement and bibliographic'al control, billiographies and indexes, and scope.and^conM".k R. ye.b.rtgtidescribes a system for the evaluation of sigi;;ti
to
nificant microform coli-ections, sets ranging in price from $-1'000
mithe
of
more than $100,000. He suggests rhat l'ibririani be aware
.ioforrn marketplace; discusi'purchases with faculty; check on extersenal and internal'bibliographic control; determine fair cost, using a
techniother
and
legibility
consider
andpr[pds",s:
he
,i., of questions
.ul f.u,,ir., of the p'rodlcr.tt Carl SpauJdinglepo.tt on,the,strengths
and
and weaknesses of three major typei of fi1i, siiver-halide, diazo,
defines
and
marketplace.
librarythe
in
u.ri.,-,Iu., currently availablE
more
their special characteristics. He recommends that libraries pay
that
attention to their current storage
.- standards for film,and-suggests
the
determine
to
tested
be
libraries

are
to the issue of long-term preservation. of Particular interest
and
MacDonald
Charles LaHood's u'"a f,. bale Cluffs remaiks.;7a
Sieger review the historY of the dr
meicial publishers played in bringir
Iibrarians into the main stream of I
criteria for distribution of microfo
te given equal priority. that ca.talo.gand that ail depository libraries be

.i::'5:
IJffff fjtrfl
t'J:,,l"1"

less of Printing source"'76
literature
Gift and exchange procedures were. alio discussed in the
practices
appr.ai3f
the--gift
examines
of the past year. Jim-es Weaver
Universities
and
Colleges
Private
of
Association
of the Northwest
He finds that only half of the librariei refrain from do_tlt'
fNefCU;.
;f ;if1, for their do.,or', rax uses. In checking with the IRS
ilpd#
discovuLi.rt th" legitity of libraries providing such information, he
donor
the
appraisals:
such
conditions"on
two
places
IRS
ered that the"
of
detercapable
m.,st be knowledgeable as to the value.of gift and
experienced
be
should
libr#yand the
its fair -?.t.,-n,'"e,
;i"i"g
more
and kiowledgeable in valuing literary material' Weaver suggests
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research needs to be done in this area.77Harriet H. carter describes
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student.88
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there are few truly integrated multifunctional systems. Karen L.
Horny describes an automated technical processing system, the
Northwestern On-line Total Integrated System (NOTIS-3), which includes an ordering subsystem. It is possible to order, claim, and receive monographs and serials using this system. NOTIS-3 produces
automatic claims for overdue materials and can record invoice information.e3 Richard W. Blood reports on a meeting of Baker and
Taylor Automated Buying (BATAB) system users. According to
Blood, "Despite the poor documentation of BATAB in the literature,
it is, with forty-seven users as of May 1977, the most prevalent automated acquisition system in North America." Users are concerned
about linking BATAB with other local systems and/or remote cataloging data bases,utilizing ISBN in the system, expediting summary data
for management information, providing foreign currency conversion,
etc.ea The Library of Congress reports that "the final segment of the
Library Order Information System (LOIS) is now in operation, completing the four step, machine-assisted processing of orders and invoices for library materials."e5 The four steps include production of
purchase orders for books and serials, an in-process list and subscription list, automatic claiming, and machine-produced payment documents.
Relations between libraries and their suppliers was the subject of
three articles and one book in 1978. Audrey B. Eaglen criticizes publishers for allegedly giving preferential treatment to booksellers over
libraries. She argues that booksellers get better discounts and delivery
than libraries and charges that publishers increase costs of obtaining
books through poor delivery (e.g., using the U.S. Postal Service) and
Poor reporting (e.g., OSI) practices.eGIn a later article, Eaglen covers
the pros and cons of dealing with a wholesaler and concludes that
supporting the "best" wholesaler "will make your book-ordering life
easier (not perfect, but easier) and will help to drive some of the baddies out of business.. . ."s7 Nancy Buckeye discussesrecent trends in
relations between libraries and subscription agents. She sees more libraries "using the services of more than one domestic subscription
agent." She also reports the disappearance of the nonservice charge
invoice and describes the services vendors offer such as catalogs of periodicals, computer-produced price lists, bibliographic updating services, and preprinted labels with the publisher's address and library
invoice data.e8 Ung Chon Kim has compiled a second edition of
Policies of Publishers, which covers addresses for orders, prepayment,
discount policy, return policy, shipping and billing policy, back order
policy, and standing order plan, if available. This new edition includes
more than 500 publishers and should assist librarians when ordering
directly from publishers or comparing discounts.ee
Publishing, Price Trends, and Budgeting
Some major events of the year 1978 in publishing were the continuing mergers of publishers, implementation of the U.S. Copyright Law,
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This program will make more copies of limited editions available at a
lower cost and will ensure preservation of materials on poor quality
paper. The filming is done in New Delhi and shipped to the photoduplication service in Washington.loe Foreign Acquisitions Newsletter,
published by ARL, also includes detailed descriptions of foreign publishing and extensive bibliographies of publications from Africa, the
Far East, Latin America, the Middle East, Western and Eastern
Europe.rro
All indications are that the steep inflation of the past year will continue, and devaluation will also remain a problem. In the past year,
the ARL libraries spent 10.7 percent more than the previous year,
"but the number of volumes added to their collections rose only 0.3
percent and the number of journals and other current serials increased by only 3.5 percent . .'"rrr The Higher Education Price Index, compiled by D. Kent Halstead, National Institute for Education,
shows average yearly price increases of "17.5 percent for U.S. periodicals and ll.6 percent for hardcover books" from 197I to the present.l12 In the public library sector, figures released in 1978 show that
a "10 percent smaller slice of the budget is now being spent for materials" than in 1970 because of the reduction in buying power that has
occurred since that time.rrs John Dessauer forecasts that "book price
inflation will . . . remain ahead of general inflation as it has for several
years."rla Complicating this picture is the devaluation of the dollar. At
Yale, the overall cost of materials increased 15.64 percent, taking into
account currency devaluation, postage costs, and publisher's prices,
but country by country the situation varied widely, even in Western
Europe where'the inflation in monographs registered a 12.2 percent
rise.r 15
Serials prices cause the most severe strain upon collection budgets.
Frank Clasquin reports that "in scientific and technical disciplines inflationary pricing is the norm. The average price increase libraries
paid for scientific literature is generally twice the percentage it was in
1977.'116 The proceedings of the second Blackwell's Periodicals Conference, held in March 1977, deal with the economics of serial management and include papers on publishing and distribution of periodicals, balancing the library budget, and cooperation. One librarian
comments: "Experience suggests that the scientist will attach great importance to current periodicals; and many teaching in the fields of
chemistry and physics will not hesitate to see 80 percent of the budget
spent on serials."117Brown and Clasquin agree that scientific journals
are the most expensive, particularly chemistry and physics, and have
the highest inflation rate. The cost of scientific periodicals and serials
continues to threaten "the ability of many academic libraries to purchase not only scientific journals, but scientific abstracting services,
treatises, and books also, as well as books and journals for all nonscientific subjects."rrs The remedy is in reduction, subsidy, or cooperation, or better yet a combination of these approaches.
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and notes unsuccessful attempts to construct indexes for audiovisual
materials.l2o In 1978 David B. Walch introduced a Non-Print Media
Index for the first time at the ACRL Boston meeting, and the com-

academic price index, which supplements the LMPIC indexes, was released in 1978, and shows that the "price of British academic books
has more than doubled over the past three years."124Waltner, King'
and Horner compare and contrast a local periodical study with Clas-

diovisual services on campus to form an information resources center.
This will cut down administrative costs and allow university administrations to give greater support to library functions. He also suggests
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Drake's figures (1977) on the growth rate of academic libraries.r3z
These mathematical models, the new suggestions for allocations, and
the increasing data on materials expendiiures are all signs that librarrans are attempting to gather Quantifiable information that will aid in
more effective allocations of scarce resour.ces.
Collection Funding
The drab economic picture for collection funding was brightened
somewhat in 1978 by srare and federal aid. The U.S.-Office ofEducation (USOE) disributed nearly $10 million in Title IIA grants ro support collection building in posrsecondary educational iristitutions. As
reported earlier in this paper, the USOE also awarded $5 million to
twenty major research libraries for strengthening research library resources. The National Endowment for tlie Humanities also provided
support lor collections. The Dallas Public Library received an "NEH
challenge grant" to stock irs new main library and Chicago public Li"construction
brary received $438,016 in LscA (Library Services and
ants also went for materials for a
n F. Kennedy Center for the PerArthur and Elizabeth Schlesinger
rcquisitions at the Frances Loeb LiDesign at Harvard. Other NEH
grants in 1977178,totalling $5.6 million, emphasize making work in
the humanities available thiough finding aids, cataloging pr6jecrs, microfilming, and public lectures and exhibits.t3e trlorJstite m'o..y *ut
also made available for library collections during the pasr year. The
state o.f l-ouisiana granted $1,516,2 l3 jn state funds to parish libraries
exclusively for materials.la' west Virginia increased its support for
books in public libraries by 22b percenl'n' and Alabama uorid g5 per
student for school library materials.rl2
Dgspite these federal and state grants, the events of 1978 have
made librarians increasingly worried about decreasing governmenral
support for libraries. A taxpayer's revolt was begun in ealifornia last
year with passage of the Jarvis/Gann bill, whiih reduced property
taxes to a minimum level and drastically cut support for county and
city libraries. The damage to public libraries is now esrimated to be:
"operating revenue down l7 percent from normal; service hours,
down 22 percent; acquisition funds, down 20 percent; and staff, down
2l percent."l43 One by-product of the reaction to these reductions was
an increasing visibility of libraries and a new efforr on the part of librarians to seek outside funding for libraries. Two publications issued
in 1978 will be very useful in ihis endeavor. Federal programs
for Libraries, a directory compiled by Leonard and Erteschik, inaludeJ a bibliog_raphy of library funding sources as well as a detailed descriprion
programs with purpose, eligibility requiremenrs, granr rype,
"f-.U.S,
obligation (i.e., dollars for each fiscal year), range and average amount
of grants, application source, and closing dite.ran Anot[er useful
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goal of $2 million.r46 In other words, only l4f { the .goals were
iealized in either case. At Princeton, the Priorities Committee, a fac-

storage, and resource sharing.
Continuing Ed.ucation
In 1978 another new resources publication, Collection Building:
Studies in the Deuelopment and Effectiae Use of Library. Resources, ap.peared. This periodical, which-is published three times a year, is
iimed at resource librarians in small and medium-sized libraries. It
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tralized interlibrary loan facility on journal subscriptions; changes in
public library acquisition patterns, etc."r48 It is evident that the body
of specialized literature relating to resources is growing.
The 1978 ALA Annual Conference in Chicago included a program
on automated acquisitions, which was discussed earlier in this paper.
At the Bookdealer Library Relations (BDLR) committee meeting there
were reports on the proposed ANSI Z-39 standards for a single-title
order form and standard identification codes for vendors and libraries. It was also announced that the BDLR committee plans to work
with the Bookseller's Discussion Group "in preparing a list of standard
definitions of publishers' reporting terminology."'ot Other announcements concerned the availability of standards on publishing statistics,
and the reduced price membership offer of the Book Industry Study
Group to not-for-profit libraries. At both the summer and midwinter
meetings of the Acquisition Discussion group a reporter from Library
Acquisitions:Practice and Theory recorded the sessions.150'r5r
There were
discussionsof o.p. procurement, coping with a bid system when ordering books, standard order forms, shipping problems, foreign exchange agreements, and approval plans. At several meetings there
were statements about the 1980 Acquisitions Preconference, which
will examine issues facing librarians in the 1980s such as networks,
shortened dollars, and teleordering.
Three workshops held in 1978 were specifically devoted to improving the management skills of collection development librarians. The
ARL Office of Management Studies conducted a workshop for
Japanese studies librarians in August, including sessions on Japanese
collections, resources in Japan, and resource sharing. Two more workshops, which described the methodology and impact of the ARL Collection Analysis Project, were held at Arizona State and M.LT. respectively. As part of the second phase of CAP, consultants from M.I.T.
and Arizona State will periodically advise these libraries. To further
the education of lib'rarians in collection management, the Collection
Development Committee of the Resources Section of RTSD proposed
at its summer meeting the sponsoring of a series of regional collection
development institutes. In November at the Boston meeting of the
Association of College and Research Libraries, there were excellent
papers delivered on resource topics, which have been covered in this
survey of the 1978 literature.
The ARL Systems and Procedures Exchange Center produced three
SPEC kits in 1978 on resource topics: collection assessment, resource
sharing, and automated acquisition systems. The automated acquisitions kit was described earlier in this paper. According to the
resource-sharing flyer, the major concerns in this area are: faculty resistance to resource sharing, demand for strong local collections, and
costs that outweigh benefits. "Responses indicate that the most effectlve arrangements seem to occur among libraries of similar size and
mission which are geographically close."152The kit contains selected
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ing collections with bibliographies or performing- user. surveys. "There
is ionsiderable interest a-o"g ARL libraries in building collection as-

book orderitg.ttt
Conclusion
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Analysis of collections or procedures now include quantitative data
based upon objective questions: Do students cite books or periodicals
in engineering dissertations? Are patrons using more current or retrospective publications? How marty claims were made to dealer X, and
how many reports were received from dealer X, and how many titles
were involved in total in these transactions? Is this serial title indexed,
abstracted, or analyzed? Planning proceeds from the answers to these
questions. The technical development plan for the National Periodicals Center is a planning document for national resource sharing
that uses mathematical models for request distribution and demand
intensity, as well as cost projections for back files and current subscriptions. Both long- and short-term planning is now based upon objective
criteria that have been established through careful measurement and
analysis. Collection development (or acquisition) librarians are becoming collection (or resource) managers who are aware of and concerned
about factors such as trends in publishing, local funding, user needs,
collection strengths and weaknesses, and local, regional, and national
cooperation. They are attempting to make the most effective use of
limited funds by examining possible alternatives. The literature of
1978 provides many examples of resource librarians using quantitative
data and scientific methodology to define the problem and determine
the solution.
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Yeor's Work in Cqtqloging
ond Clqssificqtion:1978
MeRtLvN H. Joxns
Coordinator, Copy Cataloging
Uniuersiti of Minnesota Libraries
Minne apo\is, Minne sota
rnHE
DECEMBER 1978 PUBLICATION
OF THE Anglo-American
L Cataloguing Rules, second edition (AACR 2), was a pivotal point
around which many of the year's cataloging activities turned.l The sequence of events attending development of AACR 2, which began in
1974 and involved five authoring bodies representing Canada, the
United Kingdom, and the United States,was outlined by Kelm.2
Gorman has provided a summary of the aims, structure, and content of AACR 2.3 The stated aims of the Joint Steering Committee for
the Revision of AACR (JSC) were: (l) to incorporate already agreed
revisions to AACR l; (2) to harmonize the British and North American texts; (3) to incorporate international standards and agreements;
(4) to take into account developments in library automation; and (5) to
incorporate changes arising from proposals put forth by groups and
individuals during the revision process. AACR 2 is structured in two
parts, the first for bibliographic description and the second for choice
and form of access points. Where possible, for example in Part I,
rules have been numbered mnemonically from one chapter to the
next. The possibility of short, medium, and long descriptions similar
to Cutter's original idea was revived, and the ISBD(G) and other
ISBDs available became the basis of description for all types of materials. Increased stringency in the use of corporate main entries and
elimination of a separate rule for serials were cited as important
changes, and more examples relating to women and to nonprint materials were included. The differences between AACR I and AACR 2
that will be most significant to staff and patrons of public libraries are
set forth by Tucker, who bases his statements on decisions made by
the Library of Congress (LC) relative to optional and alternative rules
and LC recommendations that will cause AACR 2 to be implemented
with some modifications.a
Optional and alternative rules are an important feature of the new
code; and the Library of Congress, with input from LC staff and interested librarians elsewhere. and from discussions held with the na-
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tional libraries of Australia, Canada, and the United Kingdom,

has

where the two differ. The addition of full form of name to names

fit a particular class of users.
Reiponses received by the Library of Congress to a query on dis.play
of uniform titles showed that a clear majoiity (80 percent) of those

more general matters of style and structure.s
Althbugh the goal of a single text for Britain and North America
was achieved in AACR 2, concern has been expressed that LC's plans

not be made.
Pressure from the American library community was largely responsible for the AACR 2 exceptions planned by LC. Following I,C's initial
estimate that 49 percent irf the records in the existing MARC data
base would have lieadings that are not valid under AACR 2,1r Kilgour
Volume23, Number 3, Summer 1979
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expressed concern about cost-effectiveness of adoption of the new
code,l2 and the Canadian Association of Research Libraries passed a
resolution requesting a study of the costs of implementation.le ALA's
Library and Information Technology Association (LITA) passed a
resolution for delay of adoption of AACR 2, citing costs as a primary
concern.ra Welsh pointed to the need for an authoritative and representative body to deal with the concerns being expressed, while Hickey asserted that the library community had been informed of progress on the new code and input had been sought throughout the revision process.rs The editors of AACR 2 also noted the efforts that had
been made to ensure that all views were heard.16
The Board of Directors of ALA's Resources and Technical Services
Division (RTSD) considered several options for the organizational
structure for ongoing catalog code maintenance and polled the RTSD
members on their preferences.lT Following an open hearing at the
ALA Annual Conference, it was voted to return responsibility for future catalog code revision to the Cataloging and Classification Section's
Descriptive Cataloging Committee (CCS DCC), with the specification
that its function statement should be revised and provision made for
nonvoting representation from interested ALA and non-ALA units.18
At an August 3 meeting at ALA headquarters, twenty-one representatives of fifteen library organizations resolved unanimously that LC
delay adoption of the new code until January l, 198 l.le It was recommended also that a monitoring group or clearinghouse be established to gather information on AACR 2 studies being done; the ad
hoc Committee on AACR 2 Implemenrarion Studies was appointed in
December.2o It was later announced that NLC and the British Library
were also postponing adoption of AACR 2.21
Reaction to the decisions to modify and delay implementation of the
code was not entirely positive. Cathro felt that these decisions, raken
before the rules had even been published, would undermine the authority of AACR 2.22 He cited addition of an exrra year of nonAACR 2 records to the MARC data base as a negative cost factor in
the delay and predicted detrimental effects of these decisions upon international cooperation. Gorman denounced the planned departures
from AACR 2 and encouraged adoption of a single cataloging
standard, AACR 2, as the only way to achieve the goals of efficiency,
progress, and reader service and to eliminate the contradictions now
existing in large catalogs.23
While pointing out the perils of delay, Thompson offered a list of

Martin raised several questions to consider in relation to the vast
machine-readable bibliographic sysrems developed over the past dec-
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kinson predicted that automation of files will result in.changes in library oiganization because processes will no longer be tied to physical
file locations.
The degree of concern with catalog closing and alternative formats
was reflected in the appearance of, and enthusiastic response to, a
new microfiche publication, Alternatiae Catalog Newsletter,, which is intended as an informal medium of communication for those who are

of 1978.
Other evidence of the need for communication on issues concerning
the future of the catalog was a petition for the formation, within
ALA's Association of Cofiege and- Research Libraries (ACRL), of an
ad hoc discussion group on alternatives to the card catalog in research
libraries.33
The likely impact of LC's catalog closing and adoption of AACR 2
and the nineteenth edition of the DeweyDecimal Classifcation (DDC) on
small and medium-sized public and school libraries was addressed by
Marshall, who felt the best course of action would be to apply the new
standards at the same time that LC does.sa She noted several positive
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spectively with the nature and meaning of the concept of machinereadable data bases; the evaluation criteria required to examine data
bases, vendor products, and conversion approaches; the various conversion approaches available; and the capabilities and limitations of
the major vendors and their data base systems.
The Association of Research Libraries (ARL) offered two items on
the future of catalogs, one emphasizing administrative problems relating to alternative methods of bibliograahic control and iccess, and rhe
other intended as a working documenl to aid librarians in local planning.3e
Reports of conversion activities at the University of California,
Berkeley, and McMaster University also became available.ao
The library applications of compurer ourput microfilm (COM) were
the subject of a volume by Saffady, who described the latest developme-ntl in equipment, software, applications, and systems design.ar Diaz
included several case studies in his reader on microforms and library
catalogs, stressing application rather than theoretical aspects.a2COM
w_asalso the subject of a workshop cosponsored by the RASD Catalog
Use Committee and the RTSD Cataloging and Classification Section,as
and RASD released Commercial COM eatulogs: How to Choose-When to
Bz1, including a buyer's outline of commercial COM catalog issues, a
survey of current commercial COM catalog users, and a bibliography.nn Data on parron use of COM catalogs was provided by Builer,
West, and Aveney.as Houston Public Library planned eighty stations
for its COM catalog, to include conversion of its entire 325,000-title
film card catalog.a6while Western Kenrucky University reported plans
to double the number of COM stations and to halve thC number of
fiche in each unit by adopting a 78x reduction rario.aTA description
of the conversion project and the catalog format is presented.as-The
Public Library of Columbus and Franklin County, Ohio, offered to
rent its own data base to other libraries wishing to convert to COM,ae
and Baker and Taylor began to offer its services for conversion of
catalog cards to microfilm or microfiche with weekly updates.s0
Spaulding suggested an akernative formatting of fiche'catalogs, for
which hardware has recently been developed.st It would consist of a
scroll of film 105 millimeters wide and up to 200 feet long, i.e., a very
long microfiche, which would allow a searcher to move a relatively
short distance along the length of the film unril internal indexing indicated the proper column had been reached. At this point'the
searcher would move the film sideways.
RTSD Book Catalogs Committee members felt there was a continuing need for the committee's existence, with clearinghouse activities
being suggested as a valuable function to be served.s2 Use of a
computer-produced book catalog to permit easy user access to an uncataloged serials collection was reported.ss
The catalog conversion approach used by Blackwell North America
and Dataphase for the Tacoma Public Library and now available
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commercially was described.sa SWALCAP, a cooperative approach to
computerization centered in Bristol, includes. a cataloging system that
emb;dies facilities for the creation and maintenance of a machine-

tice of printed cards."
Specialist Interests
Much attention was given to the organization and the description of
materials in nontraditional formats and in specialized subject areas.
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An adapted LC classification developed for children's materials at the
Inglewood (California) Public Library was described by Perkins.oT The
system, utilizing a two-letter classification, followed by one or two
numbers when more detail is required, has received favorable response from children's librarians during its five years of use.
Wepsiec analyzed the relationship between LC subject headings in
the discipline of anthropology, revealing a faulty structure with reference to levels of generalization.6s Specific problems were cited and solutions suggested. Clack examined the adequacy of LC subject headings for black literature, using as criterion the degree to which headings are coextensive with the subject of the work.6e She concluded that
degree of adequacy varied and suggested that prescriptive measures
be taken. Creation by the Library of Congress of new subject headings
to provide specificity reflecting topic and race association was recommended, and further research was called for.
The organization of a geophysical data collection was described by
Davis and Haymes,To and a comparative analysis of the Dewey Decimal Classification, the Bliss Bibliographic Classification (BBC), and
the Library of Congress Classification for the field of agricultural soil
science was provided by Nocetti, including creation of a new structure
incorporating elements of all three systems.Tl
Subject headings for use by synagogue and church libraries were
listed by Kersten,T2 while Smith provided a new manual on organization of the congregation library.T3
Adequacy of the OCLC data base for a special library was studied,
revealing that 65 percent of its recent acquisitions had already been
cataloged.Ta This finding suggested to Davis and Dingle-Cliff that
technical information centers and special libraries could benefit from
OCLC participation.
The bibliographic disarray in the field of state documents was attributed by Rather to the lack of cooperation in creation of records
and to the lack of nationally accessible authority files, and Trezza suggested a pilot project to develop a program of cooperative cataloging
and input be'established between the Library of Congress and one or
two sample states thaf have active and state-funded library authorities.Ts Failure of a recent shared cataloging project in which participating government agencies were to have cataloged their own publications for use in the Monthly Catalog was said by Greenberg to be
due to several factors: a large part of the coordination fell to the Government Printing Office (GPO), which felt its role as both participator
and coordinator was awkward; the standards for cataloging used in
some agency libraries were not up to GPO standards; and, the flow of
cataloging never reached the expected goal.?6 The Documents
Cataloging Manual Committee of ALA's Government Documents
Roundtable (GODORT) began the work of"analyzing AACR 2 provisions as they apply to government documents.TT The proceedings of
the Preparatory Workshop on African Government Documents were
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The RTSD Resources Section Micropublishing Committee and the
Reproduction of Library Materials Section Standards Committee approved a joint resolution opposing the proposed AACR 2 rule on the
cataloging of microform reproductions of previously published works
that associates the microform imprint with the title and relegates the
imprint and other bibliographic data of the original publication to a
note.e2 The Processing Department of the Library of Congress studied
machine access points for microforms, concluding that it would be
more logical to accommodate the data elements peculiar to microforms within the existing MARC formats than to try to develop a
new format specifically for microforms.es It was noted that these data
elements may appear in the collation or in a note; at issue was the
necessity to include them in a way that they could be utilized in
searching. Eleven elements were listed with comments of an ad hoc
committee of senior cataloging and machine systems specialists.
Myrick surveyed past activities in the area of bibliographic control of
microforms and listed recommendations resulting from a special meeting of the Micropublishing Committee's Subcommittee on Bibliographic Control of Mieroforms that included representatives from LC,
ARL, the Council on Library Resources (CLR), and other key organizations.ea Saffady offered a work intended as a "systematic presentation of the basic facets of micrographics as applied to library work"
for the library school student and the practicing librarian.es
Cataloging, classification, and indexing of nonbook materials were
explored by Fothergill and Butchart, who support the use of standard
cataloging principles as they are employed for books and highlight
some differences between book and nonbook cataloging.e6 Fairfax,
Durham, and Wilson presented the findings of a feasibility study
undertaken for the British Library and the Council for Educational
Technology to investigate the need for a national cataloging and information service for audiovisual materials.eT The importance of a
comprehensive and detailed system for acquiring, processing, and distributing information on nonbook materials in a standardized format
was affirmed.
The British Library announced establishment of an audiovisual post
within the Bibliographic Stand-ards Office, reflec_ting the library's increasing concern with nonbook matters.es The Library of Congress
requested feedback on the usefulness to the library community of LC
and Dewey classification numbers provided on LC cataloging records
for audiovisual magerials.eeWeihs, Lewis, and Macdonald announced
their intention to revise NonbookMaterials based on AACR 2.100Davinson called for annotation on catalog records for audiovisual materials,
offering four criteria for a good annotation,lol and was echoed by
Markowitz.lo2 Bibliographic control of film was discussed by Rains,
who summarized the history and current status of the Educational Filrn
Locator and related projects.r03 Hoffmann examined existing rules for
choice of entry for iound recordings, pointing out difficulty with title
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main entry for popular recordings.loa A brief overview of the literature on classification and cataloging of slides, with a description of development of a system utilizing color xerography for this purpose' was
presented by Clawson and Rankowski.l05 Lyon-Hartmann and Golditein offered suggestions for the type of information that will be necessary for succeJiful descriptive cataloging of computer-based instructional materials.r06
The conference on cataloging and Information services for
Machine-Readable Data Files (MRDF) brought together fifty-five per-sons having an interest in establishment of a national pL"STut.gf
caraloging ind informarion services with the objectives of: (1) identifying ke"y tEchnical issues requiring resolution before implementation of
a doordinated caraloging piogram; (2) defrning the operational aspects
of a centralized cleiringhonie for MRDF cataloging; (3) identifying
the procedural steps toward establishment of such a clearinghouse; (4)
ideniifying and deicribing the porential information products and services and" (5) establishirlg a limited secretariat for postco_nference
coordination.loT The cottferen.e recommended that LC develop a
MARC format for MRDF. A two-phase program for other specific actions called first for a period of-testing and evalua_tion by-both the
of the AACR 2 rules for cataloging of
federal and private ...iort
MRDF, to be'followed by other steps necessary for development of a
national program including communication, definition of coverag_e,
enforcement"mechanisms,-and resource requirements. Larsgaard's
manual on map librarianship includes a section on c-ataloging maps'1-ol
and the Libraiy of Congreis announced rhat as of April I it would
catalog all cariographic"materials "by analogy with AACR revised
chapter 6."10e
Manley described the Bodleian classification of manuscripts, comit'with the practice of the British Museum-, and. suggested that
pared
'th"
Bodl.iun sche'me might be suitable for use by other libraries.rro
Cameron discussed bibliographic control of early books.ttt
A list of eleven discretE categories for classifying objects of human
origin in museum collections was offered by Chenhall.ttt- Th9 system
ttrJrr.r classifying objects for their first intended use and is designed
to allow additionil telrms to be added. Mayer urges caution in classification of paperbacks so that the economy of such p_urchasesis not
lost, and pi.t..ttt three simplified methods of classification; (l) the
in
ABA classification of major rubjects, which matches the Pocketboohs
Print system; (2) use of e[uivalency tables with Dewey Decimal to show
hardcover and paperback locations for each subject; and (3) Dewey
w'ithout decimals.1l3
Noting that ten scripts produce nearly all modern books, Wellisch
rejects iomanization- and proPoses establishment of a separa-te
michine-readable data base fof each script and production of the
National IJnion Catalog (NUC) in corresponding separate registers.lla
In an extensive monograph, he explores the reasons for script conver-
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sion and its effects, concluding with a "brief survey of possible alternative methods of bibliographic control for documents in dissimilar
scripts, with special emphasis on the role of comPuters a'nd other automated devices."l15

groups were finding romanized machine-readable records to be of
for the
freaf advantage; librarians from the American Association
Advancement of Slavic Studies had endorsed romanization over-

standard for romanization of Yiddish, providing three systems,tle and
LC continued its series of romanization tables.r20
The British Library is considering a change from its current practice on Cyrillic personal names entered under surname' which is to
use the form mbst frequently found in English-language _translations
and reference Sources, and has sought comments on preferences for
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open hearing to present draft filing rules and to receive any^ comments.127Beiause a major objective of the new rules is ease of comprehension and applicaiion, they largely reflect the file-as-is-principle.
A revised edition bl the Elrod programmed instruction guide was also
during the year.r28
published
Thomas reviewed studies of cataloging rules taught in North

with more widely known principles and practices.
Automation and N etworhs

accessand control."r3a
Many events during the year underlined the statement by Haas that
we are in the midst of a major effort to recast the bibliographic structure of the country.ttt A state-of-the-art report was Presented by
members of the Network Advisory Committee at the ALA Annual
Conference,ls6 and Martin discussed questions relating to the June
1977 report of the Network Advisory Group.r37
The National Commission on Libraries and Information Science
(NCLIS) awarded the Library of Congress partial funding for a project to develop the concepts and'specifications for a data base configuration for a national libr-ary bibliographic network.r38 A Bibliographic
Advisory Committee was appointed as an advisory grouP to review the
work completEd by consultants engaged to carry out parts of the de-

.
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sign project and to assist in the development of national bibliographic

the various data bases.la2
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for computer services--were published.lAe The 1978 clinic centered
on problems and failures in library automation.rso Poor staff attitude
and preparation, unrealistic expectations, and inadequate planning
and cost estimating were cited repeatedly as causative factors in unsuccessful efforts.
Axford laments the utilization of OCLC as a means of sustaining
precomputer card files and suggests that full use of available technology in library technical services will be a contributing factor in the
survival of small liberal arts colleges.r5l West, Quiros, and Glushenok
present the fifth of a series of bibliographies on library automation,
noting that their 1973-77 compilation shows a shift from individual
library applications to networking.r52 An ALA preconference institute
revealed the same trend toward networking.l53 Information retrieval,
micrographics, and the impact of automation on management, patrons, and librarians were other areas focused on by the eight speakers.
Ready and Drynan present a survey of library automation affecting
Canadian libraries, and Beckman provides a summary of the Canadian situation in automated cataloging systems and networks.r5n
Informatics, Inc., introduced MINIMARC, a new information processing system for libraries that eliminates data conversion tasks and
simplifies data update and data retrieval tasks.155A new company,
Super Key, was formed for the exclusive purpose of providing conversions of libraries' bibliographic files from hard copy or microfilm to
machine-readable formats. 1sG
National Data Bases
The Melvil Dewey Award, given for creative professional achievement of high order, particularly in Dewey's fields of interest, was bestowed in 1978 on Frederick G. Kilgour, director of OCLC.r57
Several changes in OCLC's pricing structure were made during the
year. On the basis of legal advice and recent rulings by the Internal
Revenue Service, the 20 percent surcharge on for-profit users' fees
was abolished.1s8 A charge was established for an update transaction
that first adds an institution's symbol to an existing bibliographic record; the charge was designed to prevent misuse of the update function.l5e The price of catalog cards was reduced from 3.9 cents to 3.6
cents, and a 6 percent discount, first available in 1978/79, on payments for catalog cards made annually in advance will allow a net
charge of 3.4 cents.r60The Southeastern Library Network (SOLINET)
announced reductions in OCLC user fees for its members,l6r and
Cornell University reported the results of a two-month study to determine the costs of upgrading the quality of OCLC cataloging records. I 62
Use of OCLC for serials operations at three libraries was described:
Central Michigan University by Buckeye, Kent State University Libraries by Kamens, and the University of Illinois by Corey.163A study of
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were:
-(l) changing incorrect codes; (2) filline in frequency on serials
records; and (3) deleting duplicates. The Uiers Services ftiuirior,
..ported that 86.8 percenr of-printer use in conjunction with
ocLC
termrnalswas to aid,in cahloging.r]8 Only one li6rary reported
use of
a printer with a public servicJteiminal.
Use of ocLC archival tapes for production of a new accessions list
and a Kwoc
index to ail- newly iataloged titles at caltech was rep o r t e d b y . . R o t h . t 7 eo c L C o u t r i n e d i t s f i r s i i n t e r n a t i o n a r a g r e e m e n r ,
ro
provide libraries in the Netherlands with bibliographic'information
from its on-line union cararog.'to A guide for *?uiJ;;rg
seriars with
the ocLC format. designed fir use ai t!r9 rerminar. i'ut'p..pa..a
uy
Redfield and endorsed by ocLC.181 ocLC decided to ma'intain
curbs
on the use of its new serials control subsystem until improvemenrs
were made to the automatic check-in component and a claims
component was added.r82
rparison of OCLC and BALLOTS,
escriptive data about a wide range
'ucture, decreasing
shared catalog_
or original cataloging, and increai_
:ataloging.r84R California State Li_
\LLOTS to be no more expensive
ro be more effective in seviral as_
menrs at BALLOTS included: (l)
ommodate East Coast users; (2) a
a File Tape, which reflects for a
cataloging records as they exist in

',ll3y:;:;.'i1,
,"i.flil',1X';
il;d*['

,rg,u_.,
lEIiries,seriars-.nr- r. .,..
BALLOTS series, "A Librarian's

i; HT3:1""":i",;g;:;
l.t?;'if;

----r
View of BALLOTS."r86
.d E. Shaw was
appointed interim
he "importance BALLOTS has to

:;:T#fr"''?l

'" guidetheBAL-

servemorerhanrwe
nty-fiveclien"t:i"fif,"Tl,fi i:lrtfrt"?Til:

as their primary system.r88The University of california chose
!9Tl
uc,-c to supply technical processing services for the ribraries
in its
nlne-campus system,lse while the ealtern Research Libraries
Group
(RLG) chose BALLOTS.Teo
Following the. three-to-one vore for BALLoTS, Harvard withdrew
.
trom
.RLG' noting that its continued participation was not the mosr
ellectrve course tor Harvard or RLG. Harr.ard library director
Bryant
explained
,that the "idiosyncratic nature of Harvard'i *u, ..rporriibl.
for the difficulties experienced by that .institution as it
attempred ro
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participate in RLG. Skipper expresl
but asserted that the incident did
libraries can't cooperate." There wa
BALLOTS choice would have uPor
efforts of another RLG member, Nt
Later in the year, the restructured RLG announced Plans for the
Research Libraries Informarion Network (RLIN) and elected BALLOTS acting head Shaw the president and director of RLG're2
I btt
.oJp.rutiu. venturei during the year included the project of
"i
LC and Northwestern University 6 buiid and maintain cataloging
data and location records for Africana in Northwestern and other libraries.le3 LC began compilation of a Near East union list and Haruuia U.tiu"rsity L"ibrary rdceived a grant to add Middle Eastern serial
records to rhe CONSEh data base.fro The COMARC project, devised
to broaden LC's MARC coverage of books and to test whether a national bibliographic data base could be built with decentralized inpu^t,
maintaining" altu consistency, was scheduled to end on May 30'
1978.1e5A final report from LC wa
Continuation of the CONSER Pt
NLC, and OCLC.IeG OriginallY PIr
year program, CONSER was to har
of the two years. However, fiscal :
LC from ,rrhfi.i.ntly expanding its automation activities' and so CONSER will remain ut O|LC, *"hi.h will assume the managerial role,
while LC and NLC conrinue responsibility for the bibliographic quality of the data base.
Other CONSER developments include the produc-tlo1 of a miproduced by ocLC and cLR,
crofiche CONSERJKWOC index, jointly'.rie
su.cesrive entry_ cataloging
to
by
participa.rir
and an agreement
for title .fiurrg., back'to 1967, when adoPtion^of AACR took, effect're7
Carrer deJcribed the on-line union'list file currently being developed by the university of Pittsburgh and other libraries of the
Pittsturgh'Regional Library C€nter.1e8 Indiana University received an
Office oT Eduiation granr io develop an automated bibliographic data
file listing its perioiical holdings,-including 70,000 journals, pamand newspapers.tee
phlets,
'
Groot discusses tssN and coDEN from the user's viewpoint.2oo
The ANSI standard, International standard serial Numbering (Z'39.9^-1971), has been completely rewritten and submitted for review'zol
This ievision brought ihe American standard into conformity with the
pattern established for the internz
United States Postal Service propo
the service on each second-classco
ing persuasive arguments from m
formation community, settled (
Neubauer, in discussing the Prese
the program for the assignment r
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Number, suggested that its original design as a number for the physical item rather than the bibliographic item was a drawback and proposed the adoption of a bibliographic ISBN (BISBN).'?03
A new directory, Sourcesof Serials, provides access to 90,000 current
serials by the names of 63,000 publishers, with a standard name listing for the current names of serial publishers and with 4,000 crossreferences.2oa
Peregoy discusses serials cataloging under AACR 2, summarizing
the history and development of the code to show how long questions
concerning serials standardization and cataloging have been under
consideration and to point up the various directions potential answers
and solutions have taken.205 Specific areas of ISBD(G) are examined
for serials cataloging impact. A practical approach to serials cataloging
was presented by Smith in a new manual based on AACR 1.206With
the publication of AACR 2, the RTSD Serials Section's ad hoc AACR
Revision Study Committee was dissolved, and a new committee established: the Committee to Study Serials Cataloging.20T Among discussion items at its first meetings were processing of serials at LC and
LC's relationship to the CONSER project.208
I ntemational A ctiuities
The structure and philosophy of library service in Czechoslovakia,
with a summary of the state of the art of cataloging, classification, subject lists, and machine systems, were set out by Risko.2oeDuring the
Forty-fourth Council Meeting of IFLA, the Directors of National Libraries approved a statement that the International MARC Network
Library Committee Program for 1978_79 should receive and disseminate an expected report on the supply and use of MARC records,
prepare a future program for MARC Network Development, and
make proposals for establishing an appropriate MARC Network
Coordinating Body.2'o
The IFLA Section on Cataloguing agreed upon revised terms of
reference for the section,zrr and the Standing Committee on Cataloguing discussed new procedures for establishment of working groups.21z
The nineteenth edition of the Deuey Decimal Classfficationwas the subject of Humphry's presentation to the new IFLA Roundtable on Classification, while Mills' paper dealt with the new Bliss Classification.213
New statutes for the UBC (Universal Bibliographic Control) Steering Committee were approved; the Steering Committee was enlarged
to include representatives from the five IFLA divisions most closely
concerned with the work of the UBC Office.2|a Clarke defined the relationship between two major IFLA projects: UBC and UAP (Universal Availability of Publications).215
The Plenary Meeting of ISO/TC 46 saw a number of changes in the
structure of the group's work; a new subcommittee, SC6, overtook responsibility for standardization of bibliographic elements required for
bibliographic references and descriptions, including definitions and

.
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the corresponding tags, and the content and the sequence of elements

DDC, AACR 2 options, interpretation, and implementation, key-title'
nonbook materials, authority files, romanization, and communications
among national bibliographic agencies. The group also adopted a
name-ABACUS:
Associaiion of Bibliographic Agencies of Britain,
Australia, Canada, and the United States.
The RTSD International Cataloging Consultation Committee contributed recommendations to the International Relations Committee
of ALA as input for an ALA policy statement on international activities and recommended to the RTSD board two alternatives for the future organizational structure of code revision and maintenance within
RTSD.2]8 It also considered matters related to particular conditions
and procedures within ALA and RTSD concerning participation in international activities.2reThe committee's final report was scheduled

of the ISBD(A) working group in April;226 (8) continued discussionon
the use of Area 3 in ISBD(Music) for statements of musical presentation;227(9) discussion of ISBD(NBM) at a meeting of the IFLA Standing Committee on Cataloguing at which the International Association
of-Music Libraries (IAML) and the International Association of Sound

standard edition),23r and Serials (first standard editionzsz and a
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French translation, undertaken by the Bibliothbque Nationale du
and published by the Bibliothdque Nationale).233
Qu6bec
The IFLA Working Group on Corporate Headings submitted its
final recommendations on form and structure of corporate headings

anonymous classics in most European literatures was expected before
the end of the year.23'
"What's in a Name?"-an institute on authority files-was held in
Vancouver and Ottawa and included participation by such institutions
as NLC and LC.238
N ati onaI Cataloging A genci es
On April I LC began to create in machine-readable form authority
records for new name headings.ttn The preparation for conversion to
machine-readable form of existing name authority records began on
October l0.2ao The LC/GPO cooperative project for the development
of name authorities moved into the operating phase.2arIt is expected
that the headings created in the project, so far limited to corporate
names, will become available to the library community through the LC
automated name authority distribution.
The IFLA UBC Office reported preliminary results of a survey of
national libraries, which showed that "the bulk of authority files are

establishment and maintenance of a name authoritv file, based on

Mayo-Znak's study on correlation
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production and maintenance of a national bibliography was received
Ly the IFLA General Council, to be taken into account in compilation
oi drafts of related documents such as "General Demands Made of
the Catalogue Card."za6 Elrod.discussed the a_vailability.Snqdistribution of bibl"iographic records, suggesting microform distribution of naincreasing the accessibility of bibtional bibliogiaphies as u -eanJ6f
the International Congres^son
on
liographic records.tot A report
Naiioriat Bibliographies held in Paris in 1977 includes a list of the
preparatory doiuments, reports of the meetings, and the.final recbm-endations.2a8 The Un-esco Regional Seminar on Bibliographic
Control in Africa, the first seminar on bibliographic control to owe its
convening to rhe Paris conference, was held in Lagos in early.l9?8
and concEntrated on description and demonstration of two particular
aspecrs of bibliographic control: ISDS and ISBD.2ae It was resolved
in'... ttt.t all paiticipants agreed to apply both standards in production of their nitionaf UiUtiogiuphies and-control of serials.immediately.
The National Diet Libraiy (NDL) has automated its processing system for printed card orderi and is producing by cornputerized methCataloguing
ods the Japanese national bibliography."o Thg
"9*!r!-p9"
Rutes w6re adopted in January.-At a CARICOM (Caribbean Community) regional bibliography meeting it was decided to expan^d coverage
of the CZTCOV nibliigraphy to nonbook materials,-using ISBD(NBM)
for the description, utia to'compile a consolidated authority file for
subject headings and corporate names.2sr For the first time in Latin
Anierica a ceniralized catiloging service was initiated at the University
of Costa Rica to provide catalogil
Central America.2s2 The Singapore.
ing likely sources in preparation fo
phy; a similar project is planned fo
of Malaysia compiled rules for Iba
Iist of Malay titles, compound n
changes in daily work resulting from the implementation of electronic
data lrocessing at Denmark'J Bibliotekscenlralen were described .by
christensen.2sn"TheFAUST project, a cooperarive, automated acquisitions, cataloging, and circulition system of three Danish library orwas discussedby Balling.255
ganizations,
'
Publication of the National Union Catalog of Pre-1955 Imprints continued on schedule, and a pilot study was begun to determine costs,
schedule, and format for i supplement'256 At a program entitled
..New Directions for the National- union catalog" presented at the ALA
Annual Conference, Holmes discussed economic forces, the needs of
NUC users, and networking as elements influencing future directions,
Hsia spoke on the LC book" catalogs today, Bernard covered the planning oi register-based book catalofs, and Remington described p_roceduris for distribution of book catalogs.257A report prepared by fayng
discussed the reliability of non-LC-cataloging records in NUC and
recommended solutions to the problems identified.258
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LC
price information in cataloging
-explained that.the-absence^of
records was due to the absence of thii information in the book, "ani
indicated that LC would continue to add the price to the record when
available.2seA description of the old-style Li card numbers was provided,.including infolmation abour MARC record equivalencies.16oA
new electronic card printing sysrem, CARDS, was'installed at LC,
allowing on-demand producti,on'of cards from MARC records, which
are then automatically arranged and labeled by the customer,
elim.inating.the ne9{ for mainta-ining a large card invenrory.r6l The
British National Bibliography (BNB| annou-nced that its card service
would be contracted to the Rirmingham Libraries cooperative
Mrchanization Project (BLCMp).'?62 A steady decline in the uie of the
BNB card service over several years has been noted as libraries transferred to coM catalo_g_s. cumulated edition of Boohsin English on
.A
ultrafiche covering lgd&77, with a single author/title ,"q,r.rr..lwill
be
demand.263The needs of academic

British bibliography,_covering all works published or printed in the
'(4)
British Isles, from caxron to the prete.rt day"; and
"a subjecr
catalogue corresponding
scope
to
any
of
these
three--though
ihe
ll
larger ln scope the better."264
The Australian Government publishing service agreed to provide
cataloging^prior to publication for its ou-tpur.265Th"e data wiil form
the basis
enrry in the Australian Natioiat Bibliography and will be
.for.
included in the Australian MARC Record Service. ic'hitea
the more
than.l,600^publishers curr,enrly participating in its CIp program and
asked for feedback from librariins on the-effectiveness of"the program.266
The National Program for Acquisitions and cataloging (NpAC) announced discontinuance of coueiage of titles in clinical"medicine because of increased availability of caialoging data from other sources.26z
The usefulness of the narional bibliogripliy number in the LC cataloging record for items received from fireign sources was question"6.zo"a
Alternatives
.suggested were- dropping th-e abbreviation iirdicating the
source and the number, or dropping only the number.
MARC Actiaities
The LC MARC data base reached the million mark on May 31, nine
years after establishment of the MARC editorial office.26e
characteristics of two library catalog systems derived from the
-at
British MARC data base were described
ihe second conference on
Practical MARC cataloguing."o
system
was for a single library,
9r.
and the other for a large cooperative ,yit.-.
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trnue.
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are included under the term "cultural and educational." His final report will describe the copyright situation as it affects the producers of
itrnnC records, outline it*ittlittg policies regarding. the, supply "id :::
in tne
the
ies ln
national agencles
of bibliographic records adopted by the major natlonal
arlslng
problems
copyright
MARC network, consider the particular
the praciice of modifyirig records to coiform to national or
""r
local"istandaidr, a.td advise on tlie feasibility of a general set of rules
or guidelines to provide an overall framework for bilateral agreements
nation;l agencies covering the supply and utilization of
bei*..r,
records.
The LC MARC ,formats for books and serials were translated into
Spanish, and the National Library of Australia !.gu", work on Australiin MARC (AUSMARC) formats for serials and nonbook materials as
well as a revision of the existing AUSMARC monographs format'z81
Maps: A MARC Format appeared, with guidelines for implementation 6f the provisions of ISbb for cartographic materials.282An overview of the historical development and current status of MARC
cataloging for maps was provided by Stibbe.283
fhe"MiRC Seriak Editing Guide, iecond CONSER edition, provides
instructions for data prepiration of serials catalog records for on-line
input into OCLC.284
tr,tnnst adopted fifteen proposals for MARC format changes, including addition of a variable held in the books format for the pro"publication
jected
date for CIP titles, and a new subfield in the serials
"fot-ui
for differentiation among various categories of ISSN.285 The
LITA MARC Users Discussion droup focused on two topics during
rhe year: "MARC in a time of change-" and "Authority information in
a network environment."286
SubjectAna$sis
The Margaret Mann citation for 1978 was awarded to Derek Austin "in recJgnition of his significant contribution to the esmblishment
of a new diiection in subjec"tanalysis through the development of the
PREserved Context Index SYstem(
The Society of Indexers celebra
assessmentof achievement of its ot
Classification began to appear more
subtitle: "A Journal Devoted to
Knowledge and Data, and to Sys
pose of the new subtitle was to c
tween classification and philosophl
classification and the theory and'practice of terminology and definition on the other hand."
The Faculty of Library Science Library, university of -Toronto, accepted transfer of the Bibliograplric Systems Center collection from
Case Western Reserve Univeisity.'?eo The collection consists of more
than 1,800 titles, including classification schemes, thesauri, and subject
heading lists.
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The third edition of Foskett's Subject Approach to Inforrnation was
published, including updated material on subjects such as PRECIS.2eT
Bakewell examined in some detail the use of particular classification
and/or indexing schemes in a number of libraries.2e2 A proposal conof citation codes in classification and
taining rules for the formation
was put forth by Dahlberg, in anticipation of use for an
terminology
authority file.2e3
PRECIS received much attention during the year. The LC decision
at the January hearing on closing
not to adopt PRECIS, announced

numbers.3oG
The eleventh

edition

of Sears List of Subject Headings
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appeared,
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in-

cluding considerable updating of terminology and the addition of new
headings.3o? The final-report of the Subject Access Project was puboata
tne BOOKS
l1rJ(r[D data
wrtn
ith the
proj
lished, relating the experiences
erlences ot
of the proJect
contents pages or inf
riptions developed from
base, using subject descriptions
dexes of books.308Schuck and Hoffman reported on the Seventh International Conference on Computational Linguistics, positing that in
the future the need for high-quality translations will continue to rise
and that computer-aided translation offers the best chances of successful and effective utilization of existing capabilities.30sThe work of
ISO/TC 37 Working Group 3, on layout of vocabularies, was summarized.3ro
The RTSD CCS Subject Analysis Committee's Subcommittee on Racism and Sexism in Sublect Analysis reviewed four of its projects: (l)
evaluation of subiect headings and class numbers applied to materials
dealing with groups generally of concern to the Equal Employment
subiect headings for naOpportunity Commission; (2) development of subject
claimed by the groups
authenticity
tive American groups based on
themselves; (3) iompilation of a bibliography on black subject headings and class numbers; and (4) compilation of a bibliography of MaMarshall presented
Women.3rr Ma
terials on Terminology
Terminoloqv as It Relates
Relates to Women.3rr
terials
materials of
indexing
for
to
be
suitable
a thesaurus of termslntended
concern to women and other classes of people inadequately covered

tive rather than prescriptive.3ra
Capewell described a computer-produced subject index begun in
1973- at Manchester Polvtechnic Librarv.3rs Constructed on chain indexing principles, it is an in-house system in batch mode that uses a
small lmouni of time but an increasing amount of space on the institution's computer. Raghavan and Iyer present an examination of a
detailed survey on "facet--analyzed subject strings" in the field of social
sciences in which "subject strings of four types were administered as a
stratified sample of responses to identify the gaps in semantic connotation of terms."316 Henzler's quantitative comparison of free text and
controlled vocabulary in indexing and retrieval based on CANCERNET reveals the necessity of both "in an optimum combination."S17
Zingel described the international cooperative documentation system
.ftT-US
(Textile Information Treatment Users' Service), which
called
uses a special linguistic method of automatic translation of abstract
and index [erms, with controlled vocabulary and controlled syntax, to
supply abstracts of English, French, German, or Spanish from inputs
in one of the other languages.3r8The Component Word Index sys-
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tem, a new search system for MARC records that can search for
words in titles, descriptors, and corporate entries, is now undergoing

classifiers.32I

DDC in the U.S. and Canada.32aEighty-five percent of all libraries use
DDC; of these, 75 percent use the most recent edition. Stevenson
found a number of the structural and notational features of DDC and
LCC in the German 1847 Bibliographic Classification Scheme of Andreas Schleiermacher, asserting that this points to much more interaction between classification in the United States and classification in
Europe than has been heretofore suggested in Anglo-American li-

link different classifications and thesauri. Discussions of the Universal
Decimal Classification (UDC) in an automated environment were provided by Lloyd, Rigby, and Sydler, while the 1883 Bodleian book classification scheme was analyzed by Heaney, who predicted that its age
and inconsistencies would result in its discontinuance in the near
future.328
Smith advocates full classification of serials for the purPose of keeping subject materials together, enhancing the use of serials and their
aniil.bility for reference work and shelving title changes together.32e
Osborn offered a new edition of Herdman's introductory manual on
classification.3s0The proceedings of the FID Symposium on General
Classification SchemeJ in a Changing World appeared.33l Policies and
practice of revision adopted for LCC, DDC, and UDC are reviewed by^
il.rr*err, who concludes with a consideration of the revision of
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Bliss.332The practical problems of reclassification are addressed by
Bartlett, reporting on such a project at the Kingston Polytechnic Library.333
Activities of the Classification Research Group (CRG) fot 1973-77
were summarized and the first meeting of the Canadian CRG re-

of classification and to invite philosophers and terminologists "to avert
the danger of acquiring a one-track mind."335
Miscellany
Aheri Simple Library Cataloging appeared in its sixth edition, completely revised and rewritten by Curley and Varlejs, including new iniormation on areas such as cataloging of audiovisual materials.336 Elrod's Modern Library Practice Series, second edition, includes volumes
on the unit card, filing, classification, choice of entries, and choice of
subject headings.337 Hoffman presented an introduction to cataloging
for the small librar/, aimed at those who have had no formal instruc-

entry, according to Ayres, who offers main entry selected by comPuter
as a time- and money-saving compromise.sa2Heinritz presents the decision table as a valuable aid in describing, understanding, and improving manual and automated library procedures.sa3Norman Stevens, a student and colleague of Paul Dunkin, reviewed his wideranging contributions to the literature of cataloging and bibliography,
judged to be "likely to endure," and to the literature of librarianship,
which "must be seen largely as amusing pieces."saa
The Bath University Programme of Catalogue Research, intended
to "act as a centre of communication for all kinds of UK catalogue
research, both by undertaking practical studies itself and by liaising
with other research groups and libraries," announced two projects
"relevant to any library which is involved in or considering
mechanized cataloguing": (l) a study in the Content And Sources of
CAtalogue Data for local usE (CASCADE) and (2) an investigation
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into the provision of Subject Access to Library Catalogues through
Keyword INdexes (SALCKIN).t4t A description of CASCADE was
provided.3a6
"Whither MARC and Mann?" was the topic of a jointly sponsored
program of RTSD CCS, RASD, and the Public Library Association at
t h e A L A A n n u a l C o n f e r e n c e . s a TD e J o h n , T i g h e , W e i n t r a u b , a n d
Gorman spoke to the issue of whether the era of networks and the
computer can be true to the traditionally cherished philosophy of
cataloging, the doctrine received from Cutter and Mann, that cataloging must serve the convenience of the user, not that of the cataloger.
At another meeting Urquhart charged that libraries were spending
too much effort in achieving perfect cataloging rather than making
books available.348
The RTSD CCS Cataloging Norms Discussion Group heard presentations from Landram of Georgia State University Library, Hughes
of OCLC, and Byrum of LC on the application of quantitative and
qualitative norms in their institutions.34e In order to standardize reporting of cataloging so that meaningful comparisons could be made
from one campus to another in the statewide University of California
system, the Catalog Cornmittee was charged with developing cataloging definitions upon which such standardized reporting could be
based. Payne outlined the definitions, adopted in 1975, which are now
considered to have stood the test of time.35o
The many changes taking place in cataloging and classification work
have caused technical services librarians to take a look at their activities. The RTSD Discussion Group on the Role of the Professional in
Technical Services,organized in 1977, devoted its Midwinter meeting
to a discussion of the effects of automation in technical services upon
the librarian's 1sls.3st Chwe studied the comparative job satisfaction of
reference librarians and catalogers in university libraries and found
no significant difference in overall satisfaction, although catalogers
were significantly less satisfied with three specific aspects of their jobs:
creativity, social service, and variety.352 At a recent conference on
management issues in automated cataloging, Spyers-Duran contended
that automated cataloging has eliminated the need for many
professional-level cataloging positions, and staff cutting has been a
by-product of the shift to automation; Berman took the opposite view,
that automation has created a need for more and not less well qualified catalogers to improve mass production cataloging and create a
local catalog that will make a library collection accessibleto its users.353
Wolf echoed his views, closing with a moral: "We have seen the library
of the future, and it doesn't work without catalogers."35a
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Developmentsin Copyright,
Microgrophics,ond Grophic
Communicotions,
1978
E. Derr Crurp
Ass'ktant Director,
I nformation and, I rutructional Services
Uniaersity of Unh Libraries
Salt Lahe Cit,t, Uteh
Copyight

Copyright Office established rwo new divisions, and orher divisions and
sections changed names to reflect new responsibilities.r Many inquiries
l|gqt the new copyright law caused the American Library Association
(ALA) Association of College and Research Libraries (ACRL) Board
of Directors to approve thelstablishment of an ad hoc Committee on

forms of communication. The ALA Legislation Committee suggested
"that ALA urge publishers ro adopt and include in journals i notice
spelling out their policy with regard to educationll copying, and
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urged that scholarly authors reserve to themselves licensing and re-

record.13 Later, responding to pressure from publishing organizations
for strict compliance with their version of the new copyright law, ALA
sent a stern letter to individual members of the AAP setting forth
again the library position on copyright and asserting "that AAP and
AL were out of line in taking it upon themselves to publish copyright
guidelines for libraries."ra Publishers continue to Press librarians to
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negoriare guidelines on photocopying while librarians are calling.for
cleir doculmenration of ihe effeiis oT the law before they enter into

M acrocopying(F ull Size)
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rs in the new law. We have done
r people for the new law."z2 At the
al Conference, Arthur Levine ad_
nd-see' policy and keep records."23
rly in 1978 by the AAP that caused

ians should remember that unilateral guiderines, r"a"p."a.*tr;rsued, have no validity under the law. our present responsibilities
are
(l) to live with the law and guidelines as they
,...
uppro*a Uy Corr_
as they exist today, a1d (Z) to deveiop ,..oid'i.rg, document_
F_t:rt_uld
procedures for the five-yeai review bithe Register
IXS;119
lipgrting
ot
L;opyrights
mandated by section l0g (l;."2e fne AbRl alsS ap_
proved this statement.
one.area of photocopying in which libraries are vitalry interested, in
.
ol
new copyright law, is that of reserve marerials. Some help_
:Tt
,the
tul gurdance
can be found in the lgzg literature. charles Martell oifers a
.relatively detailed interpretation of the law from the reserve
operation poinr of view.z, Meredith Butler conducted a survey
of
twenty-seven selected^university, colrege, and community
college ribraries in New York State in an attemit to establish the effect
of the
ns.28John C. Stedman shares some
d guidelines on library reserves,
aw.2e Robert Wedgeworth touches
rpyright_and reserie materials. He
:ssron of illegal copies could be in_
orth also identifies a soon_to_be_
law librarians, which examines,
[ects reserve collection policy.31
an operations is another area of

theALArnterribrary
Loancomm,[3:i3x;liH"1t?lfi;;'1il,",::

cludes a warning concerning copyright ,esiii.tions. since pnotocopies
are not the only reproductions patr6ns can make of librai materials,
RASD's ILL committee added ihe words "or other reproductions,,
to
its recommended notice, to be posted on unsupervisid reproducing
equipment.s2 whether the copyiight law has afhcted the-f,olume
of
ILL transactions is questionabie. Ti
a concerted effort to decrease the r
"the new copyright law will force it
Lequests senr to [it] are justified." 1
library stipulates that requesrs carry
program that will infoim a librar
danger of violating, the fair-use provisions of the copyright
law, has
.
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the "statement of Principles for CongressionalAction to Establisha
National Library Agency," which was initially drafted by representatives of ARL, the Aisociation of American Universities,and the Center for ResearchLibraries. The statement indicates an "awareness
that, if the nation's libraries hope to achieve certain objectiveswhich
are logically national in charactei, such as a national periodicalscenter
. . . . ,1 naiional library agency capable of accomplishingthese objectives must be created."36

inchesby 32 inchesby 19 inches).
Test reports for the following photocopiers were pr{lilhed duli.ng
BC-22, A.B. Dick
the year: bunor NP-L7, Canon-NP-5000,-Dennison
Pitney Bowes
l0l,
Electrographic
Minolta
901,'Kodak Ektaprint 100,
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Microform Materials and Micropublishing
The permanence or life of microform

materials received consider-

depository libraries was sound.aT
Librarians who are tempted by the spaulding and Materazzi contributions to stop paying sb much attention to t[e silver vs. nonsilver
controversy and, indeed, even to increase the number of nonsilver microforms in library collections will do well to remember that earlier
studies have shown conclusively that all diazo material will perish after
varying lengths of
.time, no marter how good rhe storage conditions. It
is significant that silver materials *oy peii"h, but diazolrill. Materazzl,s

.
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contention that the greater stability of silver film is outweighed by qhe
greater durability oT diazo film is countered by the existence of a
iumber of collections of silver microfiche that have survived several

cussed later.

the question, To what degree has economics influenced the recent
move toward nonsilver materials?

brary loans."
Some "new" film was introduced durinq the year. GAF's black diazo
2612 film, a medium-speed, ultra-high dinsity'fiIm. is specificaltf 9:signed for duplicating silver and diazo films.51 Eastman Kodak's
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photoconductive recording film SO-l0l is a room-light nonsilverimage film with capabilities for adding images after the film has been
fixed.sz Fuji's Fuji-Com SE is an extremely fine grain emulsion with
ultra-high resolution designed for high reduction CRT recording.ss
DuPont's DuPont Recron High Definition COM silver film has a new
emulsion that produces easy-to-duplicate images in reductions of 42x,
48x, and high-er. The film comes on a CRONAR@ base protected with
a new antistatic treatment. The base is .004 inch thick and up to 25
percent thinner than conventional acetate COM films.sa The first vesicular microfilm to be produced commercially by a European
company-Bexford
Ltd.-is
slate-blue and is designated VP 61.55
Eastman Kodak has introduced two films. Kodachrome 40 film 5070
(Type A) process k-14 will replace Kodachrome II Professional film
(Type A). The second, appearing in the most recent packages of 5071
35mm duplicating film is an improved stock with an increased dark
storage life, which is said to approach that of Kodachrome's 5O-plus
years.56
The use of color microforms continues to grow. George D.
Hoffman points to the advantages of using color in the recording and
transmitting of information and discusses several applications of this
medium.57 M. J. Gunn suggests some problems of color microfilming
and concludes: "Leaving aside for the moment the very real problems
of resolving power and dye-stability, the most serious obstacle facing
users . . . of colour microforms would appear to be the absence of a
suitable industry standard. . . . It is clear that more material is being
published in colour microform now than at any time previously and
the existence of an industry standard is therefore most desirable."58
Ed Scully says that "color-image fading is a potential economic
nightmare . . . and one of the realities of the color fading problem is
that it doesn't affect everyone."se He emphasizes that fading is inevitable, but gives several hints on how to slow it. In a joint project with
the Japan Microfilm Service Centre in Tokyo, Hitachi has developed a
method of increasing the life of color images by storing them on black
and white film. It is accomplished by inserting a stripe filter between
the lens and the film of an ordinary microfilm camera.60
Last year's review article included a paragraph about a process that
is said to make fragile emulsion of silver film scratch and abrasion resistant. The author received considerable correspondence about the
matter and was relieved that many questions about the process were
answered. Microfilm around the world has been treated with evidently
satisfactory results. All of the correspondence with attached documents, including test results and testimonials by companies using the
process, was turned over to the chairman of the ALA Micropublishing
Committee to be made a part of the archives of RTSD. This offers
one address to which people may write for information about the
process, since committee chairpersons change regularly.
Considerable attention is being given to preservation of photographic

.
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place to preserve and protect the films themselves, as well as the relevant literiture, scripts, promotional materials, and other original print
media related to these films.62

scheduled to begin in September of 1978.64This will probably be the
demise of PCMI ultrafiche. The American Chemical Society and the

-became
-pletely accept microforms."6T
even
The battl-e between public and private micropublishers
more heated in 1978. The U.S.'Governmentt micropublishing pro-
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lic Printer's Council on Micropublishing passed a resolution recommending that the public printer limit the implementation of the GPO
micropu"blishing piogram to those items, which are not currently offered'in satisfaZtoryTorm in the marketplace, pending clarification of
the role that the Title 44 revision effori will play in addressing basic
issues.)
An overview of the international microfilm situation by D' W'
McArthur,Gn muy be of interest. The use of micrographics is in a p^e-riod of growth'everywhere. Africa a_nd south American tied at 25
percent is the fastest'growing areas of ,the world in 1977. Europe was
ihe slowest at 14 perlenr. I; rerms of size of the microfilm market,
ho*.u.., the U.S.'has 66.7 percent, Europe has 20'2 percent' South
America holds 3.4 percenr, jup"n has 3.2 percent, and Africa claims
1.6 percent. An interesting sidelight coming from another source
projects rhat on a per capitibasis Australia may lead the world in volume of micrographics usage.To
In spite of ihe'seeming*rapid growrh of the use of microforms, Joe
R. Mcbaniel says that microformi are past their prim^e' Why? Because
of the compurer. In his words: "I estimate the cost of storing a rePort
on-line on'disk is approximately $.01 per page per month. It costs
about as much, urrrr-ing a full'fiche, to write reports on^ microfiche.
at least an order of magnitude
(This is for the master."copies
'of are
of reports . . ..the advanavailability
In
terms
.
.
i.
.
cost.)
io*er
t a s e so f o n - l i n e s t o r a g eb e c o m e m a g n i f i e d . . . . " 7 r H e a l s o s h o w s t h a t i t
isfess costly to read"a report from- a terminal than from microform
reading ry.t *r. A more^oprimisric Iook at the industry is given by
RichardJ. Conners. He says that inde
dustry is growing 18 percent annu
crographics as a billion-dollar indr
and $5 billion in 1985."72A new M
formation Service that Provides n
began in 1978.73
A sampling of 1978 microPubli
where the micropublishing activity
becoming more popular is the cor
microfiche of the corresponding f
book format.Ta The American C
CHEMTECH in color microfiche, I
tion to be produced simultaneou:
microfiche and color microfiche.?s
in microfiche appeared in 1978.76 The Washington Post,^both current
and retrospective issues, became available in January 1979 on 35mm
microfilm ?rom Research Publications.TT Thd entire contents of the
Her Majesty's Stationary Office Controller's Library.collection of ofdocuments published during- thc years.of
ficial giirish gorr.trr*.nt
lg22-72 *u, t i.ropublished in June i978." The-tC S!.9tJ.tXtconsisting of 6.8 million cirds is available on microfiche from University Mi-

.
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crofilms International

and on microfilm

from Carrollton Press. Con-

Micrographic Equiprnent and Processes

to buy something besides books for libraries.
Reporting whit is new can be tricky because at times what is "new"
is nol really new. Norman Goldberg warns that after visiting "the
booths of over 30 lens firms exhibiting materials giving details on l13
'new' Ienses . . I eliminated 5l lenses from the 'new' category
.
."e0 An example of this is the "new" Eastman Kodak Trimlite microform reader siries shown ar NMA in l978.er It is manufactured by
Alos A. G. Switzerland, has been exhibited repeatedly at NMA by its
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manufacturer, and at the same time has been distributed in Europe by
Eastman Kodak for years.

adjustable to four positions.

ing reader. This reader was scheduled to be available in table and
free-standing models in the first quarter of l97g}2 Kinderman & Co.
of Germany. introduced its FR-IV fiche reader with a screen large
enough to view two DIN A four pages ar a rime. This enables coiplete computer printouts to be iead at one time.e3 Dukane's new
MMR 16 * 35 reader has a 14" x 14" screen and offers five interchangeable lenses.

muter, Microphax Executive, Microphax Informant, MISI Monitor
and the Saul compact f.e5 In the "biiefcase" format are rhe Savemo
L.E.M. microfiche viewer, which will operate on 220 volts, ll0 volts,
or on battery power, the Agent by Realist, and the Topper that takes
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flashlight batteries and bulb. Both companies have readers for aperture and fiche viewing.
An interesting reider concept comes from a new company., Microform Commrinications International, Ltd. Keith Lithgow designed
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Micobra M-l rotary fiche duplicator that duplicates onto diazo or vesicular film. Low-volume fiche duplicator equipment ot more rmmediate interest to librariant upp.uiing during the year in-cludes the
Metro/Kalvar Fichemaker, a simple two-unit machine for duplicating
film-,tol and the Fichemaker printer and
microfiche on vesicular-type
-Visual
Supply, [nc-^ designed to produce
developer by NT Audio
originals.l02
or
diazo
vesicular,
copies iro- siluer,
A microform shredder, the micro 006 from Datatech, is a high
speed film destroyer capable of shredding rwg fiche per. second or
tirree reels simulianeo.,ily at a rate of sixty feet per minute' The
machine, which shreds film into unreadable particles, comes with a
stand.1o3
Microform readers have been called viewers and terminals as well as
other names. one company used the word "displays" to describe its
microfiche readers.l0a Is this an upgrading by terminology?
Two of the microform cameras shown at NMA 27th Annual Conference and Exposition are the Dietzgen automati. t^t:P^-1"-q-rePeat
camera with a Uuitt-in titlemaking system and the 3M SRC 1050 stepand-repeat camera that uses dry silver technology and has an automated computer-forms feed attachment.
older models on its
Just as R^eadexMicroprint will take trade-ins of
take all models
will
it
that
,r."* o.r., Bell & Howeli is also advertising
as trade-in regardless of age , make, oi condition for its MICRO
PHOTO 16'33 Microfilm Leader.r0s Kim Tamvacakis of Datek
Equipment, Inc., Atlanta, says his company is in business to purchase
equipment worldwide. Machines acquired this way
.r#d'-i.rographic
are reconditioned and sold.l06
A "copy-thru" white-striped diazo microfilm, which enables users to
reproduce titles wherr a duplicate microfiche is used to make subsequent copies on either striped or unstriped microfilm, has,been developed by Bexford. The stripe accepts written or typed characters
and'requires no modifications to exiiting d-uplicating equipment'r07
Extec Microsystems sells a film cleaner made by Kinetronics.-of Illinois'
Model 6105,'which is supposed to remove dirt through a "lifting" action. The tabletop unit cin be operated in a dry or wet mode and
costsjust under $2000.108
Application, Audioaision, F acsimile
More libraries are converting from card and book catalogs to
(COM
computer-output-microform
cludes Western Kentucky Universi
line circulation system;10eUnivers
provide accessto monographs by it
iubject catalogs on microfiche;1r0 t
puriing its bo6k caralog on both microfilm and microfiche;1rr and the
Anoka"County Libraryl Blaine, Minnesota, which is changing its book
catalog to milrofilm.riz 1h" University of Southampton Library has
Volume23, Num.ber3, Summer 1979
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well if not better than the first models in the 'A U format in the
lg72-73 period. At the same time models in the %" videocassette
format represent from two-thirds to one-half the cost of equivalent %
U models, and there is every reason tq believe that certain models will
get cheaper . . . . Those who serve the present industrial/educational
video user are led by the big Japanese three: Sony, Panasonic, and
JVC.. .. One of the important things we are going to lose in exchange for the cost and performance advantages of the new %"
videocassette formats is the widespread compatibility we have more or
less taken for granted for 10 years. . . . We must face the fact that at
the moment there are six separate and incompatible Vz" videotape
cassette formats. While some are stronger than others, they are all
struggling for position."r32 Features to look for in videocassette
decks, according to High Fidelity, are automatic timer recording, remote pause, audio overdub, slow-speed option, automatic shutoff,
switchable playback-output channel, stopframe playback, slow-motion
playback, memory rewind, and fast-motion playback.rs3 Library
TechnologyReports features an article on y2" videocassette equipment
for library use and gives comparative data on five record/playback
machines: JVC HR-3300U (BETAMAX); Sony SL-8200 (OMNIVISION II); Sony SLO-320 (BETAMAX); Sony SL-8200 (BETAMAX);
and Sanyo VTC-8400 (VCORD Il;.tar
Slightly behind the Vz" videocassette in popularity, but rapidly on
the rise, is instant movie making. Polavision was invented by Dr.
Edwin H. Land of Polaroid and introduced in 1977. Using a lightweight camera and a film processor/player, Polavision provides a rapid
access form of motion pictures, in color, at less cost than videotape
recording. Leonard Lessin says, "[ believe we can assume that as in
the past with the original Polaroid still cameras and films . . . a continual process of upgrading hardware and materials will bring with it
increasing professional usefulness. Yet I am quite sure that many individuals will be able to take the product of Polavision in its present
form, and come up with many new uses benefitting them in their
work."135
More progress was made toward having a videodisc system on the
market in 1978. Some companies went back to the drawing board;
others pressed slowly forward. Ken Winslow points out that "practically every electronics manufacturer worth its salt around the world
seems to be working on the videodisc."r36 Initial videodisc technology
experiments date back to 1928. Teldec TeD, the world's first commercially available videodisc system was first sold in Europe as a consumer
item about five years ago. It failed for various reasons, not the least of
which is that it is a contact (needle rides in a groove) system. RCA is
still doing work on its version of a contact system, which is designed
purely for purposes of entertainment. The most progress is being
made in the noncontact or optical systems. Philips/MCA "is the most
promising of all systems announced and/or demonstrat€d so far,"rrz
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members."r4e

turers. . . . The experimental system will be used to determine the industrial applications for such an image transmission system and practical aspects of the engineering processes so far used for installation of
the system."r51
viewdata, the service that enables people to call information from a
central computer by phone and have it displayed on their television
screen, received considerable press during the year. The British post
office has declared the service a success after several months of experimentation and plans to commir millions of dollars to viewdata
over the
few years. June of 1978 was rhe date set to begin ,.a
19xt
market trial involving 1,500 homes and offices in London, nirming-
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ham and Norwich.

Public service is scheduled to begin in the first

P ublications, Research,and Professional A ctivities
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suppliers of graphic arts equipment, electronic and computer-based
systems, and a wide range of services for printers and publishers."160
"The biggest and best yet" is one description of the 1978J9 International Microfilm Source Book.t6r The new 7th edition of the Directory of
Library Reprographic SeruiceslA World Guide, sponsored by Reproduction
of Library Materials Section, RTSD ALA, became available in 1978.162
The Micropublishers' Trad,e List Annual, 1978163 and Microform Market
Place, 1978-1979: An International Directory of Micropublishingt6a both
came on the market during the year. NMA's 1978 Buyers Gu'id,et65appeared also. The IMC Joumall66 went to a new format during the year
and reverted to vol. l, no. l. The journal will be quarterly, "more attractive" and "meatier." Librarians should be interested in Cumulatiae Microform Reaiewsthat carries a collection of reviews that appeared in Microfonn Reaiew between 1972-76. On the foreign scene, two new serial
publications came into being: Micrographics Australasia,167describing
applications, products, and new developments in that part of the
world, and the newsletter from Brazil , Noticiario Micrografco.r6s
Other items of interest include articles by Smith on the use of
technology in libraries; r6s by Yerburgh on evaluating microform coll e c t i o n s ; 1 7 0b y A l l a r d y c e o n a c q u i r i n g , c o p y i n g , a n d l e n d i n g m i croforms;1?r by Pomranka who proposes a microfiche interlibrary
lending system for large research libraries;172 by Avedon on selecting
a service bureau;l?3 by Nichols on foreign and international documents in microform;t7+ by Kerschner on state and local documents
microfilming programs;ttt by Chambers on federal documents in microform;r76 and by Ball about attitudes, bibliographic control, space
and cost considerations, and collection development of government
documents.l77
Monographs appearing during the year include Gabriel's comprehensive treatment of the history and application of microform utilization in libraries;178 Bahr's work on innovative uses in education and in
housing library collections;17eCabeceiras' basic introduction on the
selection and use of nonprint media and equipment;l8o a study dedicated to the questions involved in managing serials collections with
microforms;181 a reader on microforms management in special libraries;tt' a volume providing a basic understanding of how microforms
are being used vis-i-vis library catalogs;183a guide describing the
contents and associated indexes or bibliographies of 200 microform
collections from publishers worldwide;18a Saffady's textbook on microform reproductionslss and his work on computer-output microfilm,r86
Nonprint productions about the field received some attention. University Microfilms International produced an educational package that
introduces students to microfilm, microfiche, and microform readers
and printers, as well as to the wealth of information, which they can
provide. A ten-minute l6mm cartridge sound filmstrip accompanied
by a printed guide, "was designed to relieve the librarian of much of
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the
-time-consu^ming responsibility for introducing students to rhe
world of microforml'tsz ih. cartridge filmstrip is dEsigned to be used
in either the LaBelle Sentinel 16 or LaBelle Courier 16 Soundalso attainable in 35mm slides. The
ed the development of a training
knowledge level of technicians and
ls, techniques, formats, and terms.
klets with text and illustrations. as
well as a review booklet and an audiovisual presentation using color
microfiche.r88
Research continues in micrographics. Supported by a grant,
AM^IGOS Bibliographic Council studies staff and parron views on microfilm. Users preferred film to fiche (68 percent io 14 percent) when
using a COM union list.rse A study of fungal damage olmicrofilm has
shown that a "new merhod of simple, iiexpensiie film protecrion,
ethylene oxide, dry cold sterilization has been-included in the resr and
has given promising indicration of merit. Vesicular film, diazo film,
poly.ester
-and acetate bases and silver gelatin emulsion Amprolene
sterilized have proven to be totally fungui resistant after one yiar in a
super-saturated fungal growth environmenr."'e0 Ninety-six U.S. libraries
.with the largest microform collections were surveyed to determine
their current practices relating to cleaning microfilm.'Most libraries do
not clean their collecrions in anv systematic fashion.lsl A statewide
survey of collection-development librarians from California was conducted to determine auitudes toward and the extent of knowledge
about microforms.re2 A survey designed ro determine the availabilily
of microform equipment in 796 depository libraries was taken.res
9.uL! money _was appropriated to twenty research libraries to help
make library collections more readily acceisible. Of $5 million (from
Title II-C oi the Higher Education Act) more than $i million wenr to
libraries involved in preservation projects such as preserving photographic materials and microrecordings-.ten
Again this year, there was a gieat deal of activity related to
standards. The American National Standards Insritute (ANSI) announced the formation of a National Standards policy Advisory
Committee (NSPAC) "to assessboth the merits and deficiencies of the
present voluntary and Governmental standards slzstem5."resAvedon
gave a presentation on worldwide approved and published mic r o g r a p h i c s t a n d a r d s . l e GA r c h a r d p r e s e n t e d a p a p e r o n t h e w a y
standards are developed, and how national ind international
standards relate to one another.lez The West German Micrographics
Association is spearheading a move for standardization of fiihe formats, sizes, and reduction rados.re8 The National Bureau of Standards
issued Federal Information Processing Standards (FIPS) 54, which establishes formats and reduction ratioJ for computer-generated l6mm
and l05mm microforms.ree NMA issued a new standird test chart for
Rotary Microfilm Cameras, MS17-1977.200 Standards approved dur-
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ing the year include ANSI/NA MS14-1978 (formerly Ph^5'3J "lp..lficitions'for l6mm and 35mm Silver Gelatin Microfilms for Reel Ap-

tee's work being completed, it was dissolved with a promise that a report of commitiee activities would be written by Margaret Byrnes and

with the cooperation of local NMA chapters. In June' the GPO Microforms Task Force sponsored a program on the use and care of microforms and at the ALA Conventibn, RLMS, RASD Interlibrary
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Great Britain was very active, holding several meetings; the annual
French micrographic show was held in May and the Canadian Mi'78
in October.
crographic Society held its Micro-Forum
Bibli,ographic control of microforms has always been an area of
high interest as well as a source of frustration on the part of many.
This frustration is a result of the seemingly slow progress made in the
past. Illustrative of this frustration are the comments of William J.
Myrick: "The need for bibliographic control of microforms is generally recognized . .. efforts so far towards achieving this end have been
uncoordinated, poorly supported, and generally unsuccessful. . . ."203

by RTSD and funded by ALA, addressed itself specifically to the question of including microforms in the national bibliographic network.
The attendees included eighteen people representing such organizations as ALA, LC, ARL, CLR, ANSI, NCLIS, NEH, along with persons representing micropublishers. The elements of the strategy for
including microforms in the national bibliographic network decided
upon at the meeting include: (l) to broaden the MARC format to include the access points necessary for microforms; (2) to include those
revisions necessary for microforms in the manuals of bibliographic
conventions for automated library networks; (3) to identify a means

which offers twelve courses in micrographics (more than 200 students
registered for one or more of these classes);ten-week Saturday mo.rn:
ing sessions on "Microfilm Processes and Technology" and "Practical
Microfilm Systems" offered at Pace University in New York City;
ten-week extension courses about micrographic systems taught at
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54.
5b.
56.
57.

1978).
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75. "CHEMTECH

Published in Color

Microfiche,"

Chemical and Engineering Neus

5 6 : 2 8( 1 5 M a y I 9 7 8 ) .
1 t ) . James Thompson and Virginia Stout, eds., AlternatiueCatalogNeusletter(Baltihore, Md.: Milton EisenhowerLibrary, Johns Hopkins Univ., 1978)'
7 7 . [Advertisement]AmericanLibraries9:645 (Dec. 1978).
LibrariesNea,s39:104-105(April 1978)'
7 8 . [Advertisemenr]College€l Research

7 9 .College(f
80. "Cenlral

ResearthLibraries Nezrrs39:l19 (April 1978).
lntelligence Agency's Reference Aid Series on Microfiche," News Release;
UPDATA Publications, Inc., 1756 Westwood Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90024 (l
Sept. 1978).
81. [Advertising Brochurel Oxford Microform Publications Ltd., Whealsheaf Yard
Blue Boar St., Oxford OXI 4EY.
Unveils Five-Year Long Range Plan," Micrographics Neusletter lo:l-2
82. "NMA
(March 1978, issue I).
..Micrographics '78-The
Boston Next week," Micrographies NewsBig one-Hits
83.
letter l0:l-4 (May 1978, issue I).
84. Loretta J. Kiersky, "National Micrographics Association," Specinl Libraries 69:404
(Sept. 1978).
8 5 . "Association News," Micrographics Neusletter I0:5 (Nov. 1978,issueI)

86. rbid.
8 7 . Micrographics Neuletter l0:7 (Feb. 1978, issue II).
88. ,.LOC Okays Microfilm Copies for Newspaper Copyrights," Micrographics Neusletter
l0:6 (Aug. 1978, issue I).

89. "Microfili-r Readers Lure Alumni Dollars," Arneican Libraries 9:479 (Sept. 1978)'
90. Norman Goldberg, "Lenses," Popular Photography83:90 (June 1978).
9 1 . Micrographics Neusletter 10:6-7 (May 1978, issue II).
92. [Advertiiement) Library Journal 103: inside back cover (15 Nov. 1978).
93. MicrographiesNewsletter l0:4 (March 1978), issue II).
94. "Mini Marketing Survey Shows a Need for Portable Readers," Micrographies NeusLetterlo:l

(fuly 1978, issue I).

95. "Portable Fiche Readers Evaluated at Hatfield," Microinfo 9:4 (May 1978).
96. "Hand-Held Microfilm Reader That Can Be Read Like a Book Now Ready for
Production," I duanced TechnologlLibranes 7:6 (Nov' 1978).
New Fiche-Bated Fil. Concept," ReprographicsQuarterly ll:4 (Spring
1978).
Evaluation and Selection Techniques, Part I
Leonard S. Lee, "R.E.S.T.-Reader
and II," Journal of Micrographics 1l:339-45 (July/Aug 1978) and 12:13-l? (Sept'/
Oct. 1978).
Charles H. Robertshaw, "selection of a Reader or Reader-Printer," Journal of Micrographicsl2:9'tr-96 (Nov./Dec. 1978).
for Quality Microform ReproKennbth C. Hansen, "Choosing a Reader-Prinrer
duction," Journal of Micrograpiics I l:368-69 (July/Aug. 1978)'
"New Low Cost Fiche Duplication," Microinfo 9:4 (fan. 1978).
"Fiche Printer and Developer," Information and' Records Management 12:16 (fune
1978).
[Advertisementf Informntion and RecordsManagernent l2:51 (Mar' 1978).
[Advertisement) Infornntion and. Records Managetnent l2:2I (Feb. 1978).
[Advertis ement'l Arnerican Libraries 9: 27 (an. I 978).
"Used Micro Equipment Wanted for Reionditioning," Microinfo 9:3 (Feb. 1978)'
"New Developments in Colour Striping," Mieroinfo 9:5 (Apr. 1978).
Micrographics Newsletter l0:3 (April 1978, issue I).
"Anoiher Catalog Closed," American Libraries 9:44 $an. I978).
catalogues ar rhe university of Guelph LiJean Hill and N-ancy Brown, "coM
brary," Microform Retiew 7:213-16 (fuly/Aug. 1978).
"Library catalog conversion NewsTrom Denver and the South," Ad.uancedTechnology Libraries 7:6 (Sept. 1978).
"Felinist PR," American Libraries 9:159 (Oct. 1978).
and a National
"From COM Film to COM Fiche Catalogues-Southampton

9 7 . "Fichette-A
98.

99.
100.
l0l.
l02.
103.
104.
I 05.
106.
107.
108.
109.
ll0.
lll.
I12.
ll3.
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Trend?" Reprographics Quarterly I l:4 (Winter lS77-78\'
I14. "Cornelf University Libraries Report," RTSD Neusletter 3:4 (April 1978).
ll5. A Viable Alternatite for Texas Libraries, available from: AMIGOS Bibliographic Counc i l , I 1 3 0 0 N . C e n t r a l E x p r e s s w a y ,S u i t e 3 2 1 , D a l l a s , T X 7 5 2 4 3 .
ll6. "Baker and Taylor Expand COM Services for Libraries," Micrographics Neusletter
l 0 : 2 ( A u g . 1 9 7 8 ,i s s u eI I ) .
I lT. philip J. Schwarz, "Use of Color Microfrche as a Replacement for Slides in a University Elementary Accounting Course," Journal of Mierographics 1l:217-19
flan./Feb. 1978)
I18. Aiken Connor, "Building Bridges for the Visually Handicapped through Micrographics," / oumal of M icrographics | 1:349-b 1 (July/Aug. I 978).
ll9. Robert P. Markham, "Topographic Maps on Microfiche," Journal oJ Mic r o g r a p h i e sI, l : 3 1 5 - 1 8 ( M a y { u n e 1 9 7 8 ) .
120. "Winter 78 Mqetings: Information Input and Retrieval Plus Holography by IRT
and BCS," ReprographicsQuarterly I l:5 (Winter 1977-78).
1 2 l . E d r y a r d A . B u s h , e d . , H o l o s p h e r e l,I M e r c e r S t . , N e w Y o r k , N Y I 0 0 1 3 .
Micrographics," Infosysterns25:52 (lan.
Age'for
122. John M. Lusa, "The'Computer
1978).
123. "Kodak Unveils Two Miniprocessor-Controlled Terminals, Tests Them with a
'The
'Word
Office of Tomorrow,"' Micrographics
Machine' That Could Speed Up
(Aug.
I).
1978, issue
Neusletter l0:2
124. "Quantor's Leap into Graphics COM," Infosystems2b:22 (Feb' 1978).
125. "Fiche Envelopes," Information and RecordsMarmgement l2:50 (March 1978).
126. MicrographicsNeusletter l0:7 (Jah. 1978, issue I).
127. MicrographicsNewsletter l0:2 (Nov. 1978, issue I).
128. Micrographics Newsletter l0:2 (April 1978, issue I).
129. Daniel B- Wood, "Microfilms Come Out of the Dark," Christian Sciente Monilor
70:8 (26July 1978).
130. "LC Sponsors First TV Archive Conl'erence," American Libraries 9:297 (May 1978).
1 3 1 . K e n W i n s l o w , " A n n u a l P r o g r e s s R e p o r t , " P h o t o m e t h o d2sl : 3 4 ( f u n e 1 9 7 8 ) .
132. Ken Winslow, "Would You Believe . . . Six Different V2" F'ormats?" Photomethods
2r:26,58 (May 1978).
1 3 3 " V i d e o C a s s e t t e D e c k s : T h e F e a t u r e s t o L o o k F o r , " H i g h F i d e l i t l y2 8 : 9 1 ( N o v .
l 978).
134. American Library Association, Library Technolog Reporx l4:533-46 (Sept./Oct.
1978).
'Polavision,"' Photomethod's
21:52
135. Leonard Lessin, "Instant Color Motion Pictures:
(Feb. l978).
136. Ken Winslow, "The Videodisc, the New Complementary Media System," Photom e t h o d s2 1 : 1 8 ( N o v . 1 9 7 8 ) .
sl:61 (July
1 3 7 . K e n W i n s l o w , " 1 9 8 0 I s u p o n U s : W h e r e I s t h e D i s c ? " P h o t o m e t h o d2
I 978).
138. Winslow, "The Videodisc," p.69.
Tutorial Survey," Journal of
139. Robert A. Castrignano, "Video Disc Technology-A
Applied Photographic Engineering 4: l-8 (Winter 1978).
1 4 0 . " V i d e o d i s c U p d a t e : I n s t r u c t i o n s a n d T r a i n i n g , " V i d e o p l a yR e p o r t 8 ' . 2 ( 1 0 J u l y
1978).
l4l. R. Barrett, "Prospects for F'acsimile in Information Transfer," ReprographicsQuar'
terlfll:l l-15 (Spring 1978).
142. John R. Hansen, "New Dimensions Broaden Business Facsimile," InJosystems
25:70-72 (Sept.1978).
143. Frederick W. Miller, "The Postal Person Disappeareth," Infosystems25:35, 38-40
(Dec. 1978).
144. David W. Heron, "Waiting for the Genie: Some Requirements for Library Telefacsimlle," Joumal of Academic Librarianship 4: 372-74 (Nov. 1978).
145. American Library Association, Library TechnologyReporx 14:445-532 (Sept./Oct.
1978)
146. "Two Tiers for Facsimile," Inforystems25:52 (Jan. 1978).
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147. MicrographicsNeusletter 10:5-6 (May 1978, issue II).
,.Talinet: A New Facsimile Teit Nietr".r.k Linking Remote Libraries with Federal
I48.
Resources," Adaaneed TechnologyLibraries 7:3-4 (Aug' 1978) .
..Cofumbus Library Is Node ii Oni" Facsimile Neiwork," Library Joumal 103:312
149.
(l t'eb. 1978).
i,Houston public Library at ForeFront of Fiber Optics Experiment," Adttanced
lb0.
TechnologyLibraries 7:5 (May 1978).
,.Fujitsu"Announces P.ot,rtype Fibre Optic Image Transmission System," Microinfo
l5l.
9:4 (May 1978).
Infosyslems
lb2. W. A. du*t,rn and Morris Edwards, "Info Retrieval From the Home,"
25:88 (May 1978).
,.Antiope is Latest Entry in U.S. Teletext Market," Aduanced TeehnologyLibraries
153.
7:3-4 (May 1978).
,,Express d600 Deuel,rped by 3M," Inform.ationand ReeordsManagemenl l2:8, 36-37
gune 1978).
';Facsimile Transceiver," InJbsystem"s
25:100 (Nov. 1978)'
I55.
1 5 6 . " M i c r o f o r m T r a n s m i t t e r , " I n l o s l s l e m :2 5 : I l 4 t M a y 1 9 7 8 ) '
. ' F a t s i m i l e S y s r e m R e a d y f i , r t r u c i a l C o d i n g i l h o i . e , " E l c r t r o n i r s5 l : 6 7 - 6 8 ( 1 6
f 57.
March 1978).
(Aug 1978)'
158. Allen B. Veaner, letter to the editor, LibraryJournal 103:1449
(RLMS
159. Imre T. Jarmy and Francis S. Spreitzer, Itiiirofor* Information: Fixt Sources
Services
Circular no.2 [Chicago: American Library Assn'' Resources and Technical
Division, 19781).
,.Graphic Arts Equipmenr Directory Published," Publishers weekly 213:68 (l May
160.

154

1978).
,,International Microfilm source Book Is comprehensive," Micrographic Neusletter
l 0 : 5 ( O c t . 1 9 7 8 , i s s u eI ) .
(7th
f 62. Joseph Z. Nitecki, ed., Directory of Library Reprograp^hicseruieeslA world Guide
1
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)
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id.; w.ttp,r.t, Conn.:
Inc.'
163. The Micropublishers' Trad.e LLstAnnuaL (Westp.rrt, conn.: Microform Review,
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Review' Inc''
164. Micriform Marhet PLace1978-1979 (Westport, Conn: Microform
l6l.

r9 7 8 ) .

.,NMA Publishes1978 Buyers Guide," Mierographics
Neusletterl0:7 (March 1978'
issueI).
Neusletterl0:4 (March 1978,issueI)'
166. "IMC journal," Micrographics
167. ,,Austftlian Micr.fili journal Introduced," Informationand RecordsManagement
l 2 : 3 1( F e b . 1 9 7 8 ) .
Neusletter,l0:2 (Jan. 1978,issueII)'
168. Micrographics
Way
169. Robeit i'rederick Smith, "A F:unnyThing ls Happening to the Library on Its

165

1978).
174. Gail Nichols, "Foreign and International Documents in Microform," MicroJorm
Reuieu7 :256-6I (Sept./Oct.1978)'
,.Siateand Local Documents Microfilming Programs,Microform
175. Joan Kerschner,
Reaiew7:26U70 (SePt./Oct.1978).
:'FJderal Documentsin Microforms," MieroformRet4eut7:262-67
176. Joan Chambers,
(Sept./Oct.1978).
,,GovernmentDocumentsand Microforms: An Administrative View,"
177. joy'ce Ball,
Rnieu 7:252-55 (Sept./Oct.1978)'
Micro;t'orm
in Libraries
lT8. Michiel R. Gabriel and William C. Roselle,The MicroformRetolution
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179. Alice Harrison Bahr, Microfmms: The Librarians vieu. 1978-79 (New york: Lnowle d g e I n d u s t r y P u b l i c a t i o n s ,I n c . , 1 9 7 8 ) .
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183. Albert Diaz, ed., Microforms and, Library caralogs: A Readzr (westport, conn.: Microform Review, Inc., 1978).
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Another important feature of AACR 2 is the extensive provision of
options, which are more clearly identified than the alternatives presented in AACR l. In the words of the code,
Alternativesand options . . . arise from the recognition that different solutions
to a problem and differing levels of detail and specificityare appropriate in
different contexts.Some alternativesand oDtionsshould be decided as a matter of cataloguing policy for a particular'catalogue or bibliographic agency
and should therefore be exercisedeither alwaysor never. Other alternatives
and options should be exercisedcase by case. It is recommendedthat all
cataloguingagenciesdistinguish between these two types of options and keep
a record of their policy decisionsand of the circumstancesin which a particular option may be applied.(0.7)
It is clear that the decisions of national cataloging agencies relating to
options will be of great practical importance.
Attention must also be paid to the function of the examples:
The examples used throughout these rules are illustrative and not prescriptive. That is, they are intended to illuminate the provisionsof the rule to
which they are attached,rather than-to extend those provisions.Neither the
examples nor the form in which they are presented should be taken as instructionsunless the accompanyingtext specificallystatesthat they should.
(0.l4)
Inevitably, however, they will be used in attempts to understand the
intent of the framers of the rules, particularly in Part II. Thus,."Two
examples in rule 24.17 make it particularly evident that the intent of
AACR 2 is to restrict as much as possible the entry of agencies under
the name of a government."T The examples may also serve to hightight a change from present practice not explicitly stated in the rules,
the most notable instance being the use of "United Kingdom" in the
examples in chapter 24, as compared to "Great Britain" in AACR l.
Users of the new code must also be aware of a major organizational
change reflected at several points, particularly in Part IL It has been
identified by Hagler as an attempt "to bring together rules dealing
with particular elements of headings, rather than . . . rules dealing
with particular types of bodies. The most striking instance of this relates to the rules for conferences," which in AACR I were brought
together at one point and which must be sought in five different rules
in AACR 2.8 Because of this rigorous analysis of the elements of a
heading and the parts of a description, it is clear that the cataloger
seeking to apply AACR 2 must have a greater familiarity with the totality of the code than was the case with AACR l.
Description (Part I)
Part I, Description, consistsof thirteen chapters: chapter l, General
Rules for Description; chapters 2 through 10, each dealing with a specific type of material, e.g., chapter 2, Books, Pamphlets and Printed
Sheets, chapter 3, Cartographic Materials, etc., and chapters I I
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through 13, consisting of "rules of partial generality" for microforms,
serials and analysis. All of the rules in this part are based on the general framework for the description of library materials known as the
ISBD(G): General International Standard Bibliographic Descriptione and
each chapter except l3 is subdivided into the following areas: (l) title
and statement of responsibility; (2) edition; (3) material (or type of
publication) specific details (specified only for cartographic maferials
and serials); (4) publication, description, etc.; (5) physical description;
(6) series; (7) notes; and (8) standard number and rerms of
availability. In the words of Gorman,
The result of the use of ISBD(G) in AACR 2 is that all the rules on description conform to a single set of punctuarion conventions,that all descriptions
resulting from the rules in parr I contain data given in the same order, and
that a single cataloguebasedon rhe parr I rules will have an internal harmony
brought about by the applicationof the same principles to descriprionsof
different kinds of library marerials.l0
In using Part I, the cataloger must remember that chapter I is intended to contain "those rules that apply to all library marerials"
(0.23) and presents brief, general guidance, which may be
supplemented in a later chapter for a specific type of marerial. However, the user is frequently referred to chapter I from subsequent
chapters, and its provisions. musr be kept in mind in handling any
spe^cifictype of material. (The single major variarion from this pattern
is found in the material on notes, for which general directions and
rationale are given in chapter 2 rather than chapter l.) Further, the
rules. in chapters I l-13 "modify the provisions of the preceding chapters in some instances and are used in conjunction with those iules in
other instances."lr Thus,
it is a cardinal principle of rhe use of Part I that the description of a physical
item should be basedin the first instanceon the chapter dealing with the class
of materialsto which that item belongs.For example,a printed-monograph in
microform should be described as a microform (using the rules in chhpter
I l). There will be need in many instancesto consuk the chapterdealingwith
the original form of the item, especiallywhen consrructing nores. So,-using
the same example, the chapter dealing with printed books (chapter 2) will bi
used to supplementchapter ll. In short, the startingpoinr for-descriptionis
the physicalform of the item in hand, nor rhe original or any previous form
in which the work has been published.(0.24)
The relationship of the several chapters in Part I is further clarified
by the use of a mnemonic numbering structure, resulting, for example, in the rule for place of publication for all materials-being numbered 1.4C, the rule for place of publication for printed monographs
being numbered 2.4C, and the rule for place of publication for iartographic materials being numbered 3.4C. (0.23)
A number of points related to physical description warrant special
attentron.
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clude (l). the application.of ISBD^principles to descriptive cataloging
and (2) the use of the title page of'the first issue
1or Jubstitute therefor) as the chief source of infoimation, rather than the latest issue.
Early Printed Books. A separate section of rules (2.r2-z.lg) presents
..
"extra rules for the^ description of books, pamphiets
and broadsides
published before 182 I in countries following European convenrions
in
bookmaking."
Choice of AccessPoints (Chapter 2I)
points is organized as follows:
rrks of_ personal authorship, entry

e|'|-2|'7)
H::$L""'li

Divided, following a rule on scope
1Z't.S;,lnto
a) Modifications of texrs, including adaptations of texts, illus_
trated texts,.revisions of texts, tdxts p.rbtisnea with commen-with
tary, translatlols, a-1d texrs published
biographical/critical
material (21.9-21.15)
b) Modifications of other works, including arr works, musical
works, and sound recordings (Zl.16_21.{g)
c) New works (21.24-21.27\
4. Rule for related works (21.2g\
5. Rufes for added enrries (21.29_g0l
6. Rules for "certain legal pubricarions" and ',cerrain religious public a t i o n s "( 2 l . g l - 2 1 . 3 9 )
Authorship_and Main Entry. Major changes have occurred in the
de_
finition and use of the terms "arithor" u.r"d"authorship..-aecn
t a.fined "author" as "the person or corporate body cnilny .esponsible
for the creation of the'intellectual ol artistic.ont"rrt 6f
a work.",o
Gorman has asserted thar "one of the major flaws of . . . RecR
t tie,
rreatmenr of .corporlre authorship"'. a concepr
:t lh^ai ,tt _r el m
l : ragianns i"zeeldu s i v e . "
leading the Joint Sreering commirree ro find
"the idea that . . . a corporatetody ian be an author
in the same way
onable" and one that ,,has led to
."17 He further assertsthat ,,the
.horship has been replaced by a
lorporate- responsibility."ls Hagler
thor" and-"corporate authorsliip"
. by any of several circumlocutiohs
:lorship."ts It is uncertain to what
F "corporate responsibility" to re_
any case the term "author" is now
r l e 2 l . l A l s p e c i f i e sa s e x a m p l e s o f
composers of music, compilers of
ts, and photographers. The only
onal authorship is its expansion to
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l) the personal authorship is unknown . ' . diffuse ' " or cannot be determined, and the work dbes not emanate from a corporate body

or
2) it is a collection or a work produced under editorial direction . . .
or
3) it emanates from a corporate body but does not fall into one or more of
the categories given in Zt.tgZ ut-rdi. trot o1personal authorship

or
4) it is accepted as sacred scripture by a religious grouP

b"dy.
T'he general concept of main entry has been retained, with consciousrEcognition of the asserrionof iome that it is no longer a valid
concept:
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t_r1:1 change.,lt is recognized,however, thar many libraries
do not distin_
gurshI betweenthe main entry and other entries.It is'recommended
that such
librariesuse chapter 2r_asguidancein determiningal.lthe entries-required
in
particularinsrances.
(0.b1)
In addition to these- general considerations- relating to
authorship
and_main
numbir of other items may be notej.
:ryry,.a
"AccessPoints-" The term "access point"
has been introduced as a
general term to include any ..name, term, code, etc., under
which a

bibliographicrecord m.arpir searchedu.rd id..,iifi.J:'
rcr"*rury) Ac-

cess.points are derermined primarily from the chief source
of information for the item (or its^ substitute) with account bei.1g
take., of
other "prominent" statements (2 l.OB).
Prouision
points. The rules for added
enrries have
,
^of Additionat Access
been modified,to permit more freq
lor corporate bodies, which act aj
tends beyond that of publication);
?
nently- named editors and compilers
for titles (extending even ro comm,
"Leners";'zo Furthei, as noted with exampres
by Hagler. ..there is a
fr5guent gh3lg. . . . ro the require-".,, of'uJa.i
in situations
where AACR I called for rbferences."2'
""iii.,
e
xampre noted by
9
r
.
Hagler is that of a person other than the author to whom
a work has
been attributed t2 l.bBt.
tD permits, as an option, the addiof function to added entry head_
:r, ediror, illustrator, or tra;slator.
eached a final decision on this op_
Its of work presently in progress,
,
ernational agreement. Foi now, it
; such intellectual judgments" as a

j5l,?,ll1i"il,*i1X1"lfi:?:i
concernedwitharrangemenrs,,.ua.lii
works.22
Related worhs- All related works are now ro be treared as
indepen-

w9rls, regardtess
of the narureof their titf. tZf.iSj. irn. r-i_
fent
brary ot-c^ongresshas pointed out that this wilr nor cause
a change in

present LC practice, because of the abandonment of the "dash-efitry,'
technique some time ago.rt
Among the specific changes from AACR I practice, one mav
nore:
l. use as the main entiy heading of "a'characrerizinA
iuo.d o,
phrase" (such as "a physician." 'irr. aurhor of . . . ") re"presenting
a personal author whose identity is unknown
12t.bCy. Sucfr
^ works were previously entered und'er title.
2. the absence of
.a. special rule for serial publications, which are
now to be considered like a[ other publications in determining
main entry.2a
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paPer.
4. for treaties between two or three countries, entry, in most instances' under the government whose name comes first in English alphabetic ordei rarher than the home country. (Zl.gbAt)2'"
Headingsfor Persons(Chaptn 22)
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"predominant" form of a person's name (22-2CZ) and, in the case of a
person using pseudonyms and not known predominantly by one
.ru-., to "ch6oie as the heading for each item the name appearing in
it," resulting in the listing of works by the single author_John Creasey
under his ieal .ta-e tttd as many pseudonyms (e.g', Gordon Ashe,
Michael Halliday) as are represenredin a given collection (22.2C3).If
the forms of a name vary'in fullness, we are directed to choose the
form most commonly used (22.3A).
Some Special Points.
l. Nonroman names.
persons entered under given name are to be entered under the
form of name that hai become well established in Englishlanguage reference sources or, if no English romalization is
fou"nd 6r no one romanization predominates, under the romanization resulting from application of the "table for the language
adopted by the cataloguing agency" (22.3C1). For persons entereb under surnames, alternaiive rules are given providing for
use of a table or for use of the form "that has become well established in English-language reference sources" (22'3C2)' The Library of Corilress ha-sch-osenthe latter option,z7 resulting in the
use of "Yevglny Yevtushenko" for the contemporary author,
with other iuthors of the same name to be entered under
"Evgenil Evtushenko."
2. Qualifiers in given names.
All qualifiers excepr patronymics and place names in Icelandic
are now separated from the entry element by a co-mma (22'8A)l
'John, the Baptist" and "Alexander, o^fAphrodisias"
resulting in
'iohn the BaptisC' and "Alexander of Aphrodisias,"
rather ihan
as in AACR l.
3. Entry under phrases.
Minor changes have been made in the rules fo-r entry of names
consisting of phrases, including the addition of "a suitable 89neral desi*gnatibn" to a name that "does not convey the idea of a
person," resulting in the headings "River (Writer)" and "Taj
M a h a l ( M u s i c i a n ) . " ( 2 2 . 1l )
4. Titles of nobility, etc.
Titles of nobiliiy are to be added to headings for persons entered under surname only if the title aPpears in the works, resulting in "Buchan, John" rather than "Buchan, John, Baron
Tweedsmuir."
5. Entry for authors using initials rather than full names.
Rule'22.164 specifiesihat "if part or all of a name is represented
by initials and^ the full form ii known, add the spelled out form
in parenrheses if necessary to distinguish between names that are
otherwise identical." Thus,
AACR 2: Smith, Russell E. (Russell Edgar)
Smith, Russell E. (Russell Eugene)
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AACR l: Smith, Russell Edgar

necessary information is readily available."28
Geographic Names (Chapter 23)
As noted by Hagler,

24.6).2s
The chapter begins with a general rule relating to choice of English
or vernacular form of name, favoring the former "if there is one in

"Paris."
Among a number of other relatively minor changes from AACR I
practice, AACR 2 abandons the use of certain abbreviations, including
t'Eng.," "Ire.," "Scot.," "Ger.,"
and provides new procedures for qualifying place names in England, Wales, Scotland, Northern Ireland,
and the Republic of Ireland.s2
Headings for Corporate Bodies (Chapter 24)
The rules for form of corporate name are otganized as follows:
l B a s i cr u l e ( 2 4 . 1 )
2. Variant names (24.2-24.3)
3. Additions, omissions, and modifications, including rules for govVolume23, Number 3, Summer 1979
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ernments, conferences, exhibition s (24.4-24. I l)
4. Subordinate and related bodies (24.12-24.16)
5. Government bodies and officials (2a.17-2a.26)
6. Religious bodies and officials Qa.27)
Major Prouisions and Changes. A greater emphasis on the form of
name by which a corporate body is predominantly identified, with
fewer provisions for modifications and omissions, leads to changes of
the following kinds:
AACR 2: 3 October-Vereeniging
AACR l: Drie October-Vereeniging
AACR 2: M. Robert Gomberg Memorial Committee
AACR l: Gomberg (M. Robert) Memorial Committee
AACR 2: Real Academia de Bellas Artes de San Jorge
AACR l: Academia de Bellas Artes de San Jorge
AACR 2: AFL-CIO
AACR l: American Federation of Labor and Congress of Industrial Organizations
Other changes include (l) specification of the use of parentheses for
the addition of qualifiers (2a.4A):
AACR 2: Loyola University (Chicago)33
AACR l: Loyola University, Chicago
(Qualifiers are required in the case of two or more bodies with the
same name and, optionally, may be used for all names whether necessary to distinguish or not. The Library of Congress will apply this option on a "limited, case-by-case"basis.sa);(2) a different format for the
component parts of the name of a conference (24.7):
AACR 2: Louisiana Cancer Conference (2nd : 1958 : New Orleans)
AACR l: Louisiana Cancer Conference, 2d, New Orleans, 1958,
and (3) the provision to omit initial articles unless required "for
grammatical reasons" (previously "for reasons of clarity or grammar")
Q4.54\:
AACR 2: Club (London)
AACR l: The Club. London
As Hagler has pointed out, AACR 2 continues the movement
toward consistent use of direct entry of a corporate name (rather than
under place name or name of a higher corporate body) and has attempted to bring into closer agreement the rules for governmental
and nongovernmental corporate bodies.35 For nongovernmental
bodies, five types of name are presented that are to be entered under
the higher body (2a.13). These names either indicate subordinarion,
imply subordination, or suggest use by another higher body. For government agencies, ten types of unit are identified that are to be entered under the jurisdiction rarher than the name of the unit (24.18).
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Three of these are based on the nature of the name, and the others
are based on the function of the unrt.
Other provisions of the chapter include (l) alternative. rules for
corporats names in languages written in a nonroman.script (either
romanize all names according to a single table, the option chosen by
the Library of Congress, or use romanized forms appearing in items
(2) no provision for ignoring slight
issued by'the bodf) QalA);
changes in names (2a.lB); (3) a new format for sessionsof legislatures

(24.2rD\:
AACR 2: United States.Congress(87th : 196l-1962)
AACR l: United States.87th Congress,l96l-1962
and (4) a new format for some dioceses(24.27C2):
AACR 2: Church of England. Dioceseof Ely.
AACR l: EIy (Diocese)
Unrfurm Titles(Chapter25)
The rules on uniform titles are organized as follows:
l. "Use of Uniform titles" [purposeand guidelines](25.1)
2. General rules
a) Basicrule (25.2)
b) Individual titles (25.3-25.7)
c) Collectivetitles (25.U25.12)
3. Specialrules (25.13-25.36)including
a) Legal materials(25.15-25.16)
b) Sacredscriptures (25.17-25.18)
c) Liturgical works (25.19-25.23)
d) Music (25.25-25.36)
The code presents (25.1) five questionson which to base the decision whethei to .ts. a uniform fitle in a particular instance. These
questionsare quite similar to the criteria suggestedin AACR 1.
Hagler has suggestedthat
their use in practice in the average North American library cataloguewill
largely be governed by their appearancedn'source'records from national bibliofraphic-agencies.Their uie by those agenciesis not predetermined by
AACR 2, buiis left to be announced by those agencies.sG
The Library of Congress has stated its position that "national cataloging agencies should Tormulate all unifoim titles provided by-_therules
. . . a"a store this information in machine-readable records"sT and has
announced that it will begin to display all uniform titles when AACR
2 is implemented.3s
Wittr regard to the form of uniform titles, Hagler notes that
there are very few changesbetweenthe two editions... and thesefew result
almost exclusivelyfrom ihe attempts (l) to use the same principles and forms
for all uniform iitles, no matter what the works involved, and (2) to divorce
the rules for the formulation of a uniform title from the nature or content of
any particular cataloguein which it may appear.se
A number of changes relating to use and form of uniform
Volum.e23, Number 3, Summer 1979
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titles
'

the Bible, certain other sacred scriptures, or for excerpts of music.
Changes in the rules for collective tiiles include the use of "Selections"
for collections previously labelled "selected works" (25.9) and minor
changes in the list of literary forms (25.10).
Legal Materials. As noted earlier, form subheadings are no longer
used with names of jurisdictions for legal works such as constitutions,
laws and treaties, which will now be entered under the name of the

tural code," "Licensing acts"), or (3) the collective title "Laws, etc.,"
which is to be used only for "complete or partial collections of legislative enactments other than icompilations on a particular subject"
(25.15). Uniform titles for treaties are quite similar in content to the

As Hagler has pointed out, two general changes in AACR 2 affect
this chapier significantly: (l) "the choice and positionpg of filing elements in ordei to simpiify both human and machine filing," (2) wording of the rules or incfusion of examples "to recognize their applicability to nonbook materials."ao
Appendi-xes
Appendix A. Capitalization. Appendix A, Capitalization, consists of
organized (except for rule l,
three sections: (1) General rules l-ll,
'
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will continue to use the abbreviation "Dept.".
Appendix C. l',lumerals.As noted in Hagler, minor changes are made
for'(t) inclusive numerals, (2) some ordinal forms, and (3) following
the usage of foreign languages.a2
changes, the University of Chicago
In addition tolhese-tpetific
Press I Manual of Styleis ipecified as the general authority for matters
o f s t y l e . ( 0 . 1l )
I.mplementation
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rangement and users' access.aT(Examples include a change in the positioning of "ca." in dates and capitalization of corporate acronyms/
initialisms.) For these categories, LC will continue to use the AACR I
form in established headings and apply AACR 2 provisions to new
headings. Further, three other changes, relating to (l)_form- of p^e1sonal name for established authors using initials rather than full
forenames, (2) the placing of titles of honor and address, and (3) the
deletion of initial articles in uniform titles, have been announced.
Tucker has stated that the list is "a closed one," and there is a possibility that the compatible headings may "be abandoned, perhaps bit by
bit, at some time after 1981."a8
In addition to these conscious modifications of the code, it has al-

another agency" (24.18) as and Tucker has suggested that the meaning of the phrase "collective thought" (21.182) may be subject to
widely different interpretations.50
Tucker has also reported that the Library of Congress has encountered problems in aitempting to apply the rules relating to series
added-entries.51 Because of the necessity of distinguishing between

Conclusion
Anglo-American librarians face a period of eighteen months in
which to evaluate the impact of a number of changes in the structure
of the bibliographic record prescribed by our cataloging code-some
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will constitute a period of discussionand interPretation-of-the intent
of the framers oi the rules of AACR 2. Catalogersand other librar-

Philadelphia,Pa. 19103.
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REVIEWS
International Federation of Library
Associations and Institutions. Joint
Working Group on the Inrernational Standard Bibliographic Description for Cartographic Materials. ISBD(CM):
International
Standard Bibliographic Description for
Cartographic Materials. London:
IFLA International
Office for
UBC,
1977. x,
58p. ISBN
0 - 9 0 3 0 4 3 - 1 6 - 5 .$ 1 2 . A v a i l a b l e i n
North America from: Canadian Library Association, l5l Sparks St.,
Ottawa,ON KIP 5E3.

Standard Bibliographic Description for
Serials, ISBD(NBM):
International
Standard Bibliographic Description for
Non-Book Materials. ISBD(CM) specifically states, in the introduction, thar
it and all other specialized ISBDs are
fully compatible wirh ISBD(G): General International Standard Bibliographic
Description. The degree of compatibility between ISBD(G) and ISBD(CM) is
illustrated, within ISBD(CM), by a
comparative outline of the areas,
elements, and prescribed punctuation
used in the respective documents.
Although direct analogies can be
As its title
explicitly
s r a r e s made
between many of the elements
ISBD(CM)
is an
international
contained in the bibliographic destandard for the bibliographic description of cartographic materials
scription of cartographic marerial. Its
and those contained in descriptions
prlmary purpose, as stated in the prefor monographs, series, monographic
liminary notes. is to facilitate internasets, and other nonbook material, detional communication of biblioscriptions for cartographic materials
graphic information by: (l) making
also contain bibliographic elemenrs
records from different sources interunique to the formar. In addition,
changeable, (2) assisting in the inthe organization and description of
qerpretation of bibliographic records
cartographic materials present unique
across language barriers, and (3) asrequirements as to order, structure,
sisting in the conversion of biblioand interpretation of bibliographic
graphic records ro machine-readable
elements. A separate ISBD(CM) was
form. 1S.BD(CM) accomplishes these
developed in response to those reobjectives by identifying bibliographic
qulrements.
elements, prescribing their order,
The first formal proposal for deand specifying the standard punctuavelopment of a separate ISBD for
tion between elements, thereby establishing a set strucrure for rhe biblio- cartographic materials was made by
the IFLA Subsection of Geography
graphic description of cartographic
and Map Libraries late in 1973. The
materials.
Joint Working Group on InternaISBD(CM) is nor an isolated publitional Standard Bibliographic Decation; to the contrary it is one of
scription for Cartographic Material
several published ISBDs each of
which is intended to standardize the was established in October 1974 by
bibliographic description of the the IFLA Subsection of Geography
and Map Libraries and the IFLA
category of material it covers. Users
Committee on Cataloging in cooperaof ISBD(CM) will also need ro refer
tion and coordination with the IFLA
to parallel standards, including
International Office for UBC. North
I SB D( M) : I nternational Standard Bibliographic Description for Monographic
American representatives on the
Publications, lSBD(S): Internatiinal
six-member working group were its
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chairman, Hugo L. P. Stibbe of the
National Map Collection, Public Archives of Canada, and David K. Carrington of the Geography and Map
Division, Library of Congress.
ISBD(CM) and the recently published Anglo-Am.erican Cataloguing
Rzlas, Second Edition (AACR 2) are
complementary. In its introduction
and preliminary notes ISBD(CM)
states that it is specifically intended
for use in conjunction with, or as a
basis for, a cataloging code, and that
it is not meant to be used as a set of
cataloging rules. It does not, therefore, cover or include guidelines for
determining form of headings, selection of main or added entries, selection of title, etc. However, ISBD(CM)
does contain information of direct
value in the cataloging of cartographic materials. In this respect, appendix II, which contains eighteen
pages of inter4ational examples, is
particularly useful.
The function of AACR 2, chapter
is
to
provide
additional,
3
supplementary guidelines and detailed instructions for the cataloging
of cartographic materials. In this respect AACR 2, chapter 3 is entirely
satisfactory in those instances in
which the rules were derived directly
from ISBD(CM), ISBD(G), or in accordance with or by analogy to
AACR 2, chapter l, but chapter 3 is
inadequate and insufficient in providing guidance or interpretation for
aspects of bibliographic elements
unique to cartographic materials. In
my judgment this resulted from the
AACR 2 editors' lack of experience
in the actual cataloging of cartographic materials, and/or inadequate
provisions for obtaining advice or
input from inexperienced, practicing
catalogers of cartographic material.
Although AACR 2, chapter 3 is
with
predominantly
compatible
ISBD(CM), there are noticeable differences and inconsistencies between
the two documents, including those
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contained in the following areas or
bibliographic elements: status of accompanying pamphlets or brochures
in the respective chief sources of information, status of the mathematical
data area as to language and script of
the description, general materials designators, examples in the physical
description area, numbering within
series and subseries, and order and
content of note areas. Given the published commitment of the Joint Steering Committee for Revision of AACR
continued conformity with
to "...
ISBD(M) as a basis for the bibliographic description of monographs,
and commitment to the principle of
standardization in the bibliographic
description of all types of material
.. . " the differences and inconsistencies between ISBD(CM) and AACR 2
are inexplicable.
ISBD(CM) has its own faults. The
mathematical data area instructions
for celestial charts, for example, have
already been amended. The omission
of definitions for specific materials
designations listed in appendix I is a
serious deficiency. Nevertheless, the
overall quality of ISBD(CM) is excellent. It reflects the experience and
knowledge of practicing map librarians and map catalogers and is definitely successful in meeting the
primary objectives of ISBD(CM), i.e.,
attainment of maximum compatibility
with other formats while concomitantly ensuring accommodation of
the bibliographic characteristics or interpretations unique to cartographic
materials.
The importance and significance of
ISBD(CM) to map librarianship cannot be overemphasized. It is a true
benchmark in the evolving documentation for the cataloging of cartographic materials. The development
and publication of a separate ISBD
for cartographic materials hais a significance to map librarianship far beyond its stated objectives. By increasing the potential for international
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exchange of cartograPhic information
via library-based, international,
MARC format compatible information networks, ISBD(CM) has made a
significant contribution toward eventual attainment of universal bibliographic control of cartographic materials. Through its symbolization and
treatment of cartographic materials
as discrete bibliographic entities
ISBD(CM) promotes recognition of
the research value of cartographic
materials by both libraries and users.
In effect, ISBD(CM) assures cartographic materials of a place in the
trend toward universal access to library information regardless of format and is therefore part of an ongoing process that is converting libraries
from book-oriented institutions to
in formation-oriented institutions.
As a result of improving efficiencY
in the on-line cooperative cataloging
of monographs and the development
of better rules for the cataloging of
cartographic materials (derived from
ISBD(CM)), I foresee increased diversification of original cataloging at institutions participating in on-line
cooperative cataloging with attendant
increased emphasis on the cataloging
of cartographic material and other
nonbook material. This trend will in
turn improve the service and research capabilities of participating libraries to the ultimate benefit of their
users.
For the preceding reasons I recommend the purchase of a complete
set of ISBDs, including ISBD(CM),by
map libraries involved in or committed to the cataloging and control of
their collections, and by technical services units in general llbraries.-John
R. Schroeder, Head, Cataloging Unit,
Geography and Map Diuision, Library of
Congress.
Referencc
l. Michael Gorman and Paul W. Winkler,
ed,s.,Anglo-AmericanCataloguing Rules
( 2 d e d . ; C h i c a g o :A m e r i c a n L i b r a r y
Assn.,1978),p.vii.
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Lancaster, F. \N. Toward PaPerless
Information Systems. New York:
Academic Press, 1978. xii, 179P.
ISBN 0-12-436050-5. (LibrarY and
Information Science Series) $ I 3.50.
This is a book filled with thoughtprovoking images of future information-handling systems built from
machine methods of data input, storage and display; systems in which information, often in the form of text,
is transmitted from originator to final
file or archive without appearing in
print. Such systems are not far from
actuality, and one such prototype installation is used as an illustration,
lndeed, here the inevitability of such
systems is convincingly presented by
an obvious advocate.
Lancaster presents a thorough, Yet
nontechnical, description of paperless
information systems designed for and
t e s t e d b y t h e i n t e l l i g e n c ec o m m u n i t y .
Then he goes on to describe the
adaptations necessary to such a system for its broader application as an
electronic information system for the
scientitrc and technical community as
a whole. He points out the feasibility
of such systems based on current
technology and adds further arguments for their adoption on the basis
of costs and benefits,
A picture is offered of a sYstem in
which the scientist can use an of{ice
or laboratory terminal to Senerate
and analyze data, prepare text,
transmit text to a publication or distribution source, receive almost immediate refereeing reaction from colleagues, revise text and submit it to
general files available for search, retrieval and distribution.
Problems associated with implementation are also discussed.
These include technological, intellectual, social, and psychological ones,
ranging from security and quality to
copyright.
Several chapters are devoted to
general description of information
Library Resources U Technical Seruices

storage and retrieval systems and to
communication in science and
technology as these relate to the electronic system proposed. These might,
it seems, rather have been presented
in greater depth or have been required of the reader before approaching this text. The simplifications necessary to fit such broad topics into single chapters have lessened
the appeal of the book for the advanced reader while still leaving the
novice with only an overview.
The effects of such electronic systems on "traditional" library functions and structures, and the subsequent effects on library education
are discussed by Lancaster in a concluding chapter on the role of the library in a paperless society. He
points out the following as being potential parts for libraries to play in
such systems: (l) providing on-line
access to resources for individuals
who do not have their own terminalsl
(2) serving as a center in which
trained personnel are available to assist users in exploiting resources; (3)
serving as a printout center with high
quality. high cost prinring equipment
not readily available to the average
system user; (4) acting as a collection,
cataloging, and indexing center for
materials of local interest only; (5)
providing materials to large numbers
of users while also paying electronic
publishers an access fee; (6) service as
a source of increased inlellectual accessibility through generation of
higher quality indexing, selection
and/or dissemination systems; (7) integrating electronic systems with
those already in existence and likely
to remain in printed form (card
catalogs for older materials, for
example); (8) construction of indexing languages and other tools for
exploitation of machine-readable reLancaster points out that use of
electronic systems will also change the
education and training of librarians.
Volume 23, Number 3, Surnmer 1979

He sees this as being primarlly a
process of "de-institutionalization" of
the librarian, so that a librarian is no
longer defined in terms of "what goes
on in a library." He thus sees a shift
in library school curricula to placing
a major emphasis on knowledge of
machine-readable resources and effective methods of exploiting them.
The one hundred forty-two-item
list of references serves as a useful
overview of progress in electronic information processing for the last
decade.
The reader is left with a broadly
based understanding of both the origins and implications of paperless information systems, from the convincing arguments for their benefits, to
the significanl design problems and
costs involved. And, this is all done in
a low-keyed, understandable manner
that makes such systems all the more
feasible and closer to reality.-Pauline
V. Angione, Graduate School of Library
Science,Rosary College.
Library Conseruation: Preseruation in
Perspectiue.Ed. by John P. Baker
C.
Soroka.
Marguerite
and
Stroudsburg, Pa.: Dowden, Hutchinson & Ross, 1978; distributed by
Academic Press. xiii, 459p. ISBN
0-87933-332-4 (Publications in Information Sciences) $45.
In the first selection of this valuable reader, Harvard's Ed Williams
gives us this not altogether facetious
summary of the state of preservation
affairs: "Everything in library collections is deteriorating today, was deteriorating yesterday, and will continue
to deteriorate tomorrow although we
ought to retard the process." The
thirty-four chapters (by twenty-nine
persons and three committees) elaborate this theme, delving into the
causes, tracing the developing awareness of deterioration, and describing
individual and collective efforts to
control or reverse it. Editors Baker
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and Soroka have performed a noble
doubttask, sifting through-no
thousands of pages of good and not
so good.literature in the field of
conservauon/preservatron (no unrversally accepted definitions yet to distinguish the two terms, though the
editors offer some), to give us a
thirty-year (1946-76) cross-section of
professional, philosophical, technical,
scientific, and administrative thought,
representing nearly all the names
generally associated with the rise of
preservation as a professional concern for librarians: Banks, Bam, Barrow. Cockerell, Haas, Henderson,
Langwell, Poole, Roberts, Spawn,
Wessel, Williams (E, G, and JC), etc.
There are dangers in the "selected
readings" approach to any subject.
No matter how one thoroughly
combs and judiciously selects and
carefully organizes, there is an inevitable unevenness of tone and level of
detail. an occasional gap. a surprising
omission, and too frequent repetition
of the major themes. Within these
limitations, the job has been well
done. The selections are arranged in
ten sections, each one preceded bY a
and list of
brief
commentary
additional readings, and presented in
a logical sequence to give a reasonably comprehensive introduction
to preservation theory and current
pracuce.
There are flaws. There is perhaps
more than we all need to know about
the nature of inks-sixteen pages,
compared with only ten for paper.
The technical data in some articles
have been superseded by new
developments-unavoidable, but the
commentaries could have done more
to point this out. The commentaries
themselves are uneven, seeming to
shift assumptions about the level of
the reader's knowledge from one secresult of two
tion to the next-the
editors?-and not consistently providing background about each author
and the context of his/her work. The
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latter is particularly unfortunate, in
this reviewer's view, because this volume will certainly becirme a text for
prolilerating courses on preservation.
How will the novice librarian discover
that Pelham Barr, whose observations
on the difficulties of locating conservation activities within traditional library organization charts rings as
true today as when first Published in
1946, was the engineer-Poet who unobtrusively but very effectively got
,the library-binding industry through
the second quarter of this centurY?
Peacemaker in the cutthroat Depression and recovery days, founder and
executive director of the LibrarY
Binding Institute until his death in
1948, successful negotiator for critical
supplies during World War II
shortages, he was above all champion
of the idea that librariant must set the
standards for the industry, and a tireless diplomat *ho comPelled both
binders to accept such direction and
librarians to shoulder the responsibility. One hates to lose the sense of
personality that has graced (and
spiced) our professional history thus
far.
Two selection criteria seem to have
been "normally no more than one
piece per person" and "include as
many of the well-knowns as possible
without repeating topics." While not
an unreasonable approach, this resulted in using not always the best or
most representative work of some individuals. And the absence of any
excerpts from the work of the late
Verner Clapp, or the verY livelY
Carolyn Horton and Peter Waters,
seems unaccountable (all are mentioned in commentary and articles, at
least).
But it is churlish to complain about
what isn't there when what is there is
so manifestly useful. ManY of the
items brought together in this
and encyclopedia
volume-jouinal
articles. book excerpts, association
(Henderson's
one
publications,
Library Resources €l Technical Seruices

cessing, and that she knows serials
"Memorandum on the Conservation
caraloging inside out and upside
of the Collections") hitherto unpublished-have not been readily accessi- down. She has presented an excellent
review of serials processing from the
ble. Brought together now, they protime serials were first recognized as
vide both an introduction to this crit"pesky critters" to December 1978; it
ically important field for newcomers,
seems a shame that this book was
and a solid reference tool for oldpublished before the advent of
timers in search of a fresh quotation
to buttress a request for more money Anglo-American Cataloguing Rules, second edition. Written in an informal
to bind/restore/microfilm. . . . .
with colstyle and abounding
A word on format: the book conloquialisms, her review is nonetheless
sists of photo-offset reproductions of
well
and
accurate,
detailed,
the original articles, some reduced
documented. The many definitions of
significantly to fit the book page. The
a serial in her introduction set the
quality of reproduction is uniformly
high, but the variations in typeface, t o n e f o r t h e r e m a i n d e r o f t h e
maintain
can
one
density, margins, and so forth are b o o k - h o w
d i s c o n c e r t i n g , a n d t h e i n c o n s i s t e n t adequate bibliographic control over
p a t t e r n o f r u n n i n g h e a d l i n e s ( i . e . , that which cannot be adequately dewhatever appeared in the original) is f i n e d ? l t c a n b e d o n e , t h e a u t h o r
sometimes confusing. If this eco- maintains, but only by the serials
nomical production approach had re- cataloger (the heart and soul of serials processing); only the serials
sulted in a modest price one would
feel less inclined to grumble, but the cataloger has the expertise to deterbook lists at $45! Now let's see, at a m i n e t h e a l l - i m p o r t a n t m a i n e n t r y
without which central serial records
nickel a page at the copy center
cannot be kept.
across the street, for 449 pages of
The major portion of the text is
text, that's $22.45, plus something for
that good sturdy binding, and some d e v o t e d t o t h e a p p l i c a t i o n o f t h e
more for the pretty good index, and Anglo-American Cataloging Rules (1967)
to ierials cataloging, giving very desomething to the editors for their
l a b o r s a n d c o m m e n t a r i e s , a n d . . . . tailed explanations and interpretations of the various rules. To benefit
But never mind, it's like the price of
food and gasoline: if you need to eat, from these, the reader must be as
familiar with the rules as is the auor go somewhere, you pay no matter
thor or be prepared to use the book
how outrageous the price. If your liwith a copy of the AACR in hand.
brary needs to pass its collections on
t o t h e n e x t g e n e r a t i o n , g e t t h i s The "practical approaches" given for
descriptive and subject cataloging and
read it.-Pamela W. Darbook-and
ling, Head, PresertLationDepartment, Co- for subject classification, which all serials catalogers love to do, are not allumbia U niuersity Libraries.
ways practical, necessary or affordable even in major research libraries.
to
Smith, Lynn S. A Practical Approach
Although various options are given
Serials Cataloging. Greenwich,
for each step in serials processing,
1978.
xx,424p.
Conn.: JAI Press,
conditional "should"r s B N 0 - 8 9 2 3 2 - 0 0 7 - 9$. 3 2 . 5 0 . the use of the
"they [the patrons] should find com(Foundations of Library and Inplete access under all entries" tp.59),
formation Science, v.2)
"all serials should be classed" (p.182)'
"all volumes should be analyzed" [in
There is no doubt that the author
has done a great deal of in-depth re- monographic seriesl (p.207), "the following statistics should be kept"
search on the history of serials pro-
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(p.293!-leaves no doubt as to which
option the author feels is correct.
Irom the complex cataloging and
record keeping suggested one gets
the impression that the author has
never worked in a library with a tight
budget.
Automation is mentioned where
applicable throughout the book, and
in one chapter the advantages of
being able to manipulate by machine
traditionally manual records are extolled: however, nowhere does the
author give serious consideration to
creating records specifically for access
by machine. In discussing on-line
shared cataloging no advice is given
on accepting records from other
libraries-only
suggestions on how to
"upgrade" them. The overview of the
programs attemPting to standardize
bibliographic control of serialscoNSER, rSDS, NSDP, IS.BD(S),
etc.-will be a great help for beginning librarians and reentries.
The examples of catalog cards and
work forms that illustrate the text are
excellent. The flow charts may be
useful for a large, well-staffed integrated serials section. The appendixes contain much useful data and
appendix C listing generic titles is
worth its weight in gold.
As a history of serials processing to
date, the work has great and lasting
value, but it will serve as a practical
approach to serials cataloging only
for those institutions that have a high
ratio of staff to titles or that plan to
take an ostrich attitude toward AACR
2.-Lynn M. Coppel, Coordinator, Periodicals Section, Librarl, Caltfurnia State
Unit er sit1,F uller ton.

Warrenton, Virginia. Arlington, Va.:
MRDF Conference Secretariat,
DUALabs, 1978. iii, 210p. $6.
(Available from Data Use and Access Laboratories, Suite 900, l60l
'N. Kent St., Arlington , V A 22209)

A machine-readable data file
(MRDF) is "a body of information
coded by methods that require the
use of a machine (typically but not
always a computer) for processing.
Examples include files stored on
magnetic tape, Punched cards, aperture cards, disk packs, etc."r Fifty-five
experts in cataloging and data archives met at Airlie house to identify
characteristics of MRDF within the
research environment, to study current efforts at control of MRDF, and
to begin shaping a national system of
accessing these data files.
The first two-thirds of these Proceedings cover the plenary sessions of
the first day: analysis of the problems
currently faced in controlling MRDF
and the state of the art in MRDF
production, particularly in the federal government environment. A
broad sampling of representatives
from federal agencies as diverse as
those responsible ftrr health statistics
and environmental data, with controls of their own MRDF production
ranging from complex multilevel indexes to no immediate plans for control, discussed their current status.
Strong support was given by all participants for establishing mechanisms
to identify, analyze, and disseminate
MRDF with particular emphasis on
the availability of MRDF resulting
from federally funded projects.
For many librarians this concern
may seem irrelevant to their collections and/or patrons, but even the
Conference on Cataloging and Incensus data in print are sometimes
formation Services for MachineReadable Data Files, Airlie House, cited inadequately. Mr. Glimpse from
the Bureau of the Census notes here
1978. Report on the Conference on
Cataloging and, Information Seraices t h a t " e v e n w i t h t h e 1 9 7 0 c e n s u s
summary taPes, users have referfor Machi,ne-Readable Data Files,
M a r c h 2 9 - 3 l , 1 9 7 8 , A i r l i e H o u s e , enced these files in research rePorts
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in various ways often leaving little
ability for readers to determine which
count and file were being used ... "
(p.68-69). Yet these tapes are among
the widest known and distributed
MRDF in the United States!
After describing MRDF and summarizing some of the current projects, the final third of the proceedings covers the working group discussions and recommendations for
four different areas: (l) technical issues of cataloging, (2) operational
procedures, (3) products and services
to result from bibliographic control,
and (4) user interests and needs.
Conference participants generally
agreed that the Anglo-American
Catalogzng Rules, Znd edition (AACR
2), chapter 9 rules were a good start
at standard bibliographic control for
MRDF, although at least two other
levels of description for MRDF are
necessaryprior to computer manipulation of a file by a user. These bibliographic records were felt necessary
in machine-readable form themselves
to facilitate distribution and acces$of
the MRDF. Participants recommended, as a first step, testing the
AACR 2 rules widely to confirm their
utility as an international standard.
Both federal and private agencies
have volunteered
to contribute
cataloging to this effort.
The second stage identified by participants is evaluation and dissemination of the test cataloging and its
analvsis bv the MRDI secretariat. In
addition, producers of these MRDF
are to be involved in reviewing the
information needs of the archivists
and-eatalogers in order to assesstheir
ability to assist the effort with internal labelling protocols.
Further meetings in this effort to
create a national network for MRDF
are anticipated. These proceedings
provide ample opportunity for the
novice in data archives and MRDF to
read key articles and the state-ofthe-art reviews for 1978. They are
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relatively free of jargon and should
be followed by review of AACR 2
chapter 9 and discussion with local
reaction to the
data users-and
MRDF Secretariat.--{arolyn Kacena,
Head, Catalog Department, Uniuersity of
Arizona Library, Tucson, currently Visiting Assistant Professor, Grad.uate School
of Library Science, Uniuersity of lll;inois,
Urbarnlhampaign.
Reference
l. Michael Gorman and Paul W. Winkler,
eds., Anglo-AmericanCatahguing Rules.
(2d ed. Chicago: American LibrarY
Assn.,1978),p.567.
Studies in Micropublishing, I I 5) -I 97 6:
DocumentarySources.Ed. by Allen B.
Veaner. Westport, Conn.: Microform Review, 1976. (Microform
Review Series in Library Micrographics Management) 489p.

rsBN 0-9l 3672-07-6.$22.50.

Microforrns and Library Catalogs: A
Reader. Ed. by Albert J. Diaz.
Westport, Conn.: Microform Review. 1977. (Microform Review Series in Library Micrographics Management) 282p. ISBN 0-9136721 6 - 5 .$ 1 7 . 5 0 .
Librarianship is a profession that is
presumably expert in accessing the
published literature. One wonders
then at the number of packaged sets
of reprints, otherwise known as
"readers," directed to the library
market. One of the most extensive
reader publishing programs is the
Microform Review Series in Library
Micrographics Management. Eight titles have been published or announced, each dealing with a different aspect of the utilization of microforms in libraries: for example,
serials management and microforms,
government documents and microforms, and microforms management in special libraries. While it is
not the intent here to review the entire series, it is questionable that a lit-
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erature, which is not particularly
known for the depth of its research
or the breadth of its insights, can
support a publishing venrure of this
magnitude. Judging from the two
volumes under consideration, the results are mixed.
Veaner's Studies in Microfublishing,
1 853 - 1 9 7 6 : D o c u m e n t a r y S o u r c i s
brings together for the first rime
many of the key papers on micropublishing. As Veaner notes in the
preface, the book is really about microrepublishing, rather than mi-

school students and microform librarians will therefore find this book to
be a useful adjunct in rheir work.
The Diaz book Minoforms and Library Catalogs comes at a timely moment. With the imminent implementation of the second edition of the
Anglo-American Cataloguing Rules,
interest is running high in both the
microfilming
of traditional card
catalogs and the production of new
catalogs using computer output microfilm techniques,
The volume is divided inro rhree
parts: microforms as an intermediate
step in the production of catalog
cards, the microfilming of existing
card catalogs, and the use of computer output microfilm to create new
catalogs. Most of the articles are case
oriented, describing specific applicaing technologies, it has at least one
tions at particular institutions. They
unique facet: It is the only informagenerally fall into the caregory of the
tion technology roday whose applica"how we did it good with microfilm"
tion history has been shaped- by livarrety.
brarianship" (p. I 9-20y.
The first section deals with the use
The volume is divided inro ten sec- of microfilm to produce catalog cards
tions, each containing various articles a t H a r v a r d U n i v e r s i t y . t h e B o s t . o n
Public Library, and the Universiry of
North Carolina. While these articles
may be of slight historical interesr,
the technologies described have little
relevance to the card production
a d d i t i o n a l r e a d i n g s p r e c e d e s e a c h methods used today.
section. Perhaps the most interesting
The articles in the second section
part of the book is the one on midescribe the efforts of various librarcropublishing history, which includes
ies to microfilm their card catalogs.
a m o n g o t h e r t h i n g s S i r J . l . W . H e r - Some valuable insights are contained
shel'sbriginal sug-gestioirof the idea in the report by rhe New York Public
o l m i c r o p u b l i s h i n g i n a n 1 8 5 3 c o m - Library to the Council on Library Rem q n i c a t i o n t o t h e A t h e n a e u m , t w o sources. The report describes an intranslations from the French of artivestigation to determine the feasicles by Robert Goldschmidt and paul
bility of using microfilm as a substiOtlet, and a fascinating excerpl from
tute fbr the traditional card catalog,
Fremont Rider's The Future of the Re- and is one of the few in the entiie
searrh Library
volume that deals substantively with
Veaner has, on the whole, selected the question of user accept.ance of
carefully and wisely the articles for
microfilm in place of the card
this volume. Opposing viewpoints are catalog.
p r . e s e n t e d ,t o u c h i n g n o t o n l y u p o n
The section on computer output
micropublishing's advantages, but
microfilm (COM) catalogs bears a disupon its limitationi as well. Library
tinctirely British flavor. reflecring rhe
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early involvement of British libraries
with this technology. Unfortunately,
the choice of articles leaves much to
be desired, containing a significant
amount of needless repetition. As an
example, there are two survey articles
describing COM usage in British libraries. followed bv three articles describing in more detail applications
included in the surveys. Two separate
articles describe the same application
at the Westminster Citv Librarv. Finally. it should be noted that the reproductions of COM catalog printouts are uniformly poor and in some
instances illegible.
While the production and use of
microfilm catalogs is a topic of high
current interest, librarians seeking information on the replacement of traditional card catalogs with microform
counterparts would do best to turn
elsewhere than to this volume for
guidance.-H oward P astenrach, Systems
U Deuelopment Librarian, State Uniuersity of New York at StonyBrook.
Cabeceiras, James. The Multimed.ia Library: Materials Selection and IJse.
(Library and Information Science)
New York: Academic Press, 1978.
xv, 275p. ISBN 0-12-153950-4.
$13.
Recognition of the value of the
multimedia approach to formal and
informal learning processes has resulted in the need for a synthesized
t.reatment of acquisitions and use
within the covers of one book. Financial constraints also dictate that. we attempt to procure the best appropriate equipment and software with our
limited dollars. At the outset the author of this book, a professor of instructional technology at San Jose
State University, states that it is "intended primarily for the student of
librarianship" (p.14) but "could well
serve as a convenient handbook to
the in-service librarian with limited
experience in the area of nonprint
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media." Conveniently, in the process
of treating the topics indicated by the
title, advice is given on book reviewing and evaluation. The statement
that "the finest bibliography ever
produced will suffer greatly if typographical errors detract the reader
from the bibliographic
content"
(p.47) foreshadows the contrast between the author's caveats and his
own practlces.
After a pep talk about coping with
change and developing an "acceptable philosophy for the present and
future" (p.8) there is a plea for using
the systems approach to selecting materials and a simplified explanation of
flow charting. Although evaluation
grids, which involve a systematic approach to evaluation of materials, are
included in several chapters, there is
no further mention of the systems
approach.
The major portion of the book is
devoted to discussion of the naturb of
different media forms, including periodicals, newspapers, pamphlets, microforms, and books, as well as the
usual audiovisual forms. Some of the
groupings of materials, such as
globes, maps, models, realia, games,
and simulations, together in the same
chapter are unusual. l6mm and 8mm
films each merit a separate chapter.
The chapter on periodicals, newspapers, and pamphlets includes references to pictures and government
documents in the bibliography,
though they are barely mentioned in
the text.
There is an extended discussion of
ideas to consider in developing a
book selection policy, but the same
standards are not applied to the
other media covered. Since treatment
of books comes toward the end of the
work, the ideas need to be applied
retrospectively to the other forms.
The organizational problems of the
book could have been avoided had
the author chosen to devote general
chapters to policy making, materials
.349o

and equipment evaluation, materials
use, and similar topics, rather than
treating each form as isolated from
the others. ln order to give some attention to the "use" noted in the
book's subtitle, he should have covered other important topics such as
bibliographic control, marerials inregration, and circulation procedures,
which are not treated at all.
Other flaws permeate the text.
There are errors of fact, such as several definitions of "serial," none of
which is correct, and confusion over
the meaning of AC and DC electric
current. The discussion of copyright
is garbled and misleading, and the
explanation of map scale is tied to a
confusing method for determining
the representative fraction for a
globe.
Citation of earlier rather than current editions of standard works such
as Guid,e to Reference Books, Books for
College Librarics, Building Library Cotlections, Guides to Educational Media,
Programmed Learning, and numerous
other titles are commonplace in chapter bibliographies. In some cases later
editions are cited in other chapters,
but the same work is rarely cited in
the same bibliographic style. Some
chapter bibliographies include items
that have no relevance to chapter
content, but many pertinent works
a r e o m i t t e d . I n d i s c u s s i n ge q u i p m e n t
there is no mention of Librart
Technologl Reports. The brief treaiment of film rental as an alternative
to purchase ignores the Bowker/
CUFC Film Locator. Magazines for Libraries is not cited in the chapter on
periodicals, nor is Microform Reaieu
noted in relation to thar medium.
Many pertinent publications of the
Association for Educational Communications and Technology are
omitted.
Misspellings of names and misplacement of words in titles cause
some irems cited in bibliographies to
be irretrievable. Among' the most
.3500

unique are Woodkrutch, J. W. for
Krutch, J. W., and Coyote University
Press for Loyola University Press.
The index is sketchy, with references seemingly limited to words
taken from paragraph headings and
chapter subdivisions. While in no way
limited to one chapter, the index entries for "Hardware, selecting" and
"Software, selecting," lead only to the
chapter on programmed instruction.
Many topics discussed in the text
have no index entries at all.
Such a negative review must
suggest that books such as this should
be ignored in the hope that they will
fade awav. However. this book comes
from a reputable publisher and is
part of a series of interesting and
worthwhile titles. Without any consideration of its merit, this book will
be purchased. We need the information it could have contained. and.
admittedly, isolated parts of it are accurate and useful, but taken as a
whole the faults far outweigh the
merits, and use as a textbook"would
be most. unfortunate.-Suzanne
Massonneau, Bailey Library, Uniuersity of
Vermont.
Chan, Lois Mai. Librarl of Congress
Subject Headings: Principles and Applico,tion. Littleton, Colo.: Libraries
Unlimited, 1978. 3a7p. ISBN
0-87287-187-8. (Research Studies
i n L i b r a r y S c i e n c e ,n o . l 5 ) $ 1 7 . 5 0 /
U.S. and Canada; $2l/elsewhere.
Chan's recent work on LC subiect
headings is a mosl welcome addirion
to the literature on that branch of
cataloging and is, within its scope, a
definitive work on the ropic. While it
has the expect.ed introduction to the
problem of subject analysis with an
elucidation of various historical views
on aims and performance, the focus
is sharply on the LC system and what
it is today. In Chan's own statemenr
the work is descriptive and not prescriptive (and the chapter on "I'uture
Library Resources U Technical Serices

prospects" is too general to invalidate
the statement). The svstem is laid out
clearlv. both in terms of the forms of
subject headings, and in their application by catalogers at the Library of
Congress. The author has limited her
insertions of the philosophy of subject headings to quotations from her
predecessors such as Cutter and
Haykin and has refrained from recommendations for change. The value
of the work as a reference and guide
is enhanced by this limitation, since it
avoids suspicion o[ conscious or unconscious inclusion or omission of
facts to buttress the author's argument. And a valuable guide it is indeed. By synthesizing material from
the introduction to the 8th edition of
Library of Congress Subject Headings,
items published in Cataloging Seruice
Bulletin, and gleanings from unpublished loose-leaI instructions to
catalogers at the Library of Congress,
Chan has produced a compact yet
all-inclusive guide to current subject
heading practice within the LC system. With this tool, catalogers at LC
and in other institutions should arrive at close to identical assignment
of subject headings; that has never
been possible up to now without consulting a multitude of sources. The
work is also surprisingly up to date; it
was published in August 1978, yet it
includes material from the winter
1978 Catalogtng Seruice Bulletin. Since
the publication postdates the period
of greatest modification of practice in
the subject heading field (mid-1970s),
its guidelines should remain valid for
quite some time.
B y b r i n g i n g a l l c u r r e n l p r a c t i c e si n
the formulation and application of
LC subject headings into such close
juxtaposition, Chan both explicitly
and implicitly reveals inconsistencies
in the system, some reasonable, some
eternallv mvsterious. At the same
time the mere encoding of practices
in such a definitive form encourages
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expectation of increased consistency
in cataloging individual titles and
similar works.
The level of accuracy approaches
perfection, since it was proofread for
that aspect at the Library of Congress
before publication. I might cavil at
some of the choices of illustration,
but they do not affect the validity of
the guidance given to the cataloger.
An occasional explanation may not be
immediately grasped but this is
largely an inherent consequence of
legalistic delineations of similar but
not identical situations. The only
statement (p.70) that needs correction
directly concerns the LC publication
LC Period Subd,iuisionsunder Names of
Places(1975). This list is now superfluous since all material published
therein has been incorporated into
Library of Congress Subject Headings
and not just additions since 1975.
If I felt any disappointment with
the work it is in the index. I could
not always find an entry into the
work at first stab, yet this capability is
certainly of high priority in a work
that itself deals with reader accessibility to printed information. And again
this would seem doubly important
after past inadequacies experienced
by catalogers in dealing with indexes
to the two (LC and Dewey) classification systems and the earlier edition of
the Anglo-Arnerican Cataloguing Rules.
I presume the Library of Congress
is properly grateful that Chan's new
work has relegated Haykin's Subject
Headings (1951) to the status of a historical document that the Library of
Congress no longer should consider
updating. While it was a most useful
guide in its day, some of the author's
reasoning is no longer clear, practices
have changed, predictions have gone
awry, and at best it never provided
the precise instruction for understanding or applying the system that
is obtained from the current work.Eduard J. Blume, Oxon Hill, Maryland.
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ANNOUNCEMENT
OF
JOB OPENINGS
IN
SAUDI ARABIA
The Instituteof PublicAdministration,
R i y a d h ,h a s v a c a n c i e sf o r q u a l i f i e d
Arabinstructors
in the followingfields:
Public/BusinessAdministration
Economicsand PublicFinance
AdrninistrativeBehaviour
IndustrialManagement
HospitalAdministration
Accounting
Statistics
Law
LibraryScience
Archivesand Informatics
Logisticsand Material
Admanistration
ComputerScience
Minimum qualifications:Master'sdegree
r n r e s p e c t i v ef i e l d ; h o w e v e r , f o r A r chives and Informaticsa Bachelor'sdegree with experiencewill be acceptable.
Salary accordingto qualificationsand
experience;free furnishedaccommodation or payment in lieu thereof; paid
leave for 45 days a year; round trip tickets every year for the family (maximum
of four) from place of appointmenVresidence to Riyadh and back; free medical
service at the public hospitals.
Interested persons should send their
c r e d e n t i a l s ,i n c l u d i n g a u t h e n t i c a t e d
academicand experiencecertificatesto:
THE INSTITUTE OF
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
P.O.Box 205, RIYADH (Saudi Arabia)

Reference
Services
Reuiew
brence ServicesReview provides reference librarians and subject
bibliographers information
essential to discerning and judicious
book selection as well as guidance
in the use of existing reference
sources. Assisting librarians in the
ongoing evaluation of reference
collections is RSR's primary um.
Features include surveys of the
best reference tools in various
fields, comparative reviews of basic
reference sources, and evaluations
of pivotal reference works. ,
Build your collection with the
help of RSR - an indispensabletool.
Quarterly. $25lyr. Pierian Press5000

WashtenawAnn Arbor, MI 48104

Subocriptlono the
Profcocional trray. . .

With costs increasingas librarybudgets
shrink, modern librarians are called
upon to use their professionalskills
more than ever.
That's why Faxon's fast, accurate,
tlexible subscription service makes
sensefor so many busy libraries.Ordering.throughFaxonhelpsmanagecosts,
and f rees librarians for important
managementtasks.
Writeor call todayfor our LIBRARTANS'
GUIDE and SERVICEBROCHURE.
Faxon.For subscriptionservice... the
professionalway.

F.ut.
tnxon
c0mPnnu,
Library MagazineSubscription Agency
15 SouthwestPark,Westwood.Mass 02OgO
Tel: 800-225.6055
(toil-free)
617-329.3350
(collectin Mass.and Canadaonly)
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LIBRARIES
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any book in Print
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meaningful rePorts
rush order service
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Plus many other services
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H O W L AR GEIS Y OU R
M U S I CL l B R A R Y?

H O W G R E A T IS
I T S W O R T H7
L i k e l y ,i n t h e t e n so f t h o u s a n d s
o f d o l l a r s .A n d a l l r e c o r d se, s p e c i a l l y t h o s em a d ea v a i l a b lteo t h e
public,sufferat the handsof the
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Unlesscareis exercisedin handlingand storageof a record,and the
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t ell maintained.
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short order. Properlytreated,an
lp cangivemany yearsof satisfying
service.
PhaetonServices
offers libraries
a very thoroughprogramdesigned
to prolongthe useful life of their
recordcollectionsby years,several
timestheir normalspanif left at
tlrc mercyof the public. This requiresfirst cleaningthe records,
then treatingthem, renderingthem
essentially
immuneto normalwear.
T h e , l i b r a r sy t a f fi s a l s ot r a i n e di n
t h e p r i n c i p l easn d t e c h n i q u eosf
recordcare,and materials
are orovidedto enableyou to educate
vour borrowers,givingyou, for
the f irst time, somecontrolover
the outsidecareand treatmentof
your discs.
We useonly the most highly
regardedand researchedoroducts
a n d m e t h o d s - ar e g i m e nt h a t w i l l
meetwith the approvalof your
m o s td i s c r i m i n a t i nm
g u s i cl o v e r s .
All for a basepriceof 25d per lp.
PhaetonServices
P .O . B o x 7 1 3
Staunton,Ya. 244O'l
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Major U.S.
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services
for
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Find out what they have already
learned.

FOR JOURNALS
AND BOOKS
(NEW AND RARE)
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servicefrom
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BOOKSELLERS AND SUBSCRIPTION
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or changing frton your current agent'
what are yourneeds andwhoshould yoube
lookingfo/.,
Doesyou Iibraryneed. . . ?
l. Economicd progrtams specially desigmed to aid
librarybudgets.
n 2. Complete U.S. and Eruopean saleJservice staffs
and fulfiIlment centers.
Ll 3. Periodicals, continuations, and monographs'
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"Literarqis notanend in itself.
It is a ftrndamental human right
From Literacy and the frlation's

Readingand the

AdultNewReader
Helen Huguenor Lyman
A reliable guide for librarians, teachers, editors, library science professors,
and students who are involved in the evaluation, uses,and creation of
materials for adult new readem. The focus is on the readabilitv of materials
in collections for such readers; it organizes the theories of readability for
practical application as well as describing the reading interests of
mrnoflty group membem.
Lyman's method of identifying works suitable for adult new readen
extends the relevance of this book to the entire field of adult education.
Major topics that are discussedinclude reading seroices;trends in
society; beliefs, attitudes and values affecting readers and reader
groups; reading collections for the adult reader; evaluation of readins
materials; and implications of these topics and factoN for library service. This
work points out a direction for bringing the adult reader and library
resourcestogether.
272pages

Cloth

LC 76-44431

ISBN 0-8989-0220-6

Ortertitles ofintercst:
Literacy and the
Nation'sLibraries
Helen H- Lyman
At the heilt of this work is the procedure to be followed by public libraries in developingtheir programs
to seroethe illiterate. This procedure consistsof
bringing the library to the attention of concerned
organiatioDs, asssing library resourcq and community neds, testing and adopting the program, and
evaluating it. Tasks in the designof each program
are discussed.
Li terucy and the N ation't Libraties has the addi_
tional aim of educatinglibrarians to the general
problem of illiteracy in the United Statesand its
remediation. In keepingwith its character as a manual
the work lists sampleprograms, funding sources,and
kinds of material neededfor the literacy collection.
242pages
Cloth
LCT7-445O
lsBN0-8389,024+8
$12.s0

Library Materials in Service to the Adult New Reader
Helen Huguenot Lyman
Publishcd here as a comprehensive report, from the background of the rcearch
through to the principal recommendations, this volume not only dtablidres criteria

for evaluating reading materials,but also provides a nultitude of information
the new literate and their useof the media. This study will guide librarians,
community workers, teachere,publishers,and editon in both creating and selecting
literature for thesenewcomersto the reading public
papel
8'10page6
LC 72-1 t66E
]SBN O-E38S,0147-6
(ig7g)

lnformation for the Community
Joseph C. Donohue and Mantred Kochen. editots
This book is the first comprehensivetrsatment of community information and
referral (I & R) centers-those agenciesthat act as contact points betweenpeople
problems and the services that are needed to help with these problems. It analyzes

the needsthat gave rise to the many organizationsnow providing I & R seruices,
describessome approachesthat have succeededand some that have failed.
294 pages
Cloth
LC 75-40160
|SBN O-OO8$O2O8-1 ilo.Ot

Information tol EverydaySurvival: Whatyou Need and
Wherc to Get lt

Order Department

American Library Association
50 EastHuron Street
Chicago,lllinois@611

Pilscilla GotsicRot the Appalachian Adutt Education Center
Presentsan annotatedlist of free and inexpensivematerials arranged under such
basic categoriesas aging, children, free time, and housing.Some samplesubhead
are abortion, getting a job, personal finance,and remodeling a home. Titls,
descriptions,and sourcesof each item are ananged in a tabular fomat to facilitat€
identification. The titles were selectedfor readability, and the reliance on booklets
keepspurchasingcostslow.
400 pages
Pap€l
LC 76-.t3554
|SBN 0-8989-02i1-1
31O.OO

